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Executive Summary
This report focuses on the Trendington event titled: Shaping European Research Agenda in Future and
Emerging Technologies (FET) - A European Discussion Around The Hottest Trends In Science And
Technology. Trendington was organised by an EU-funded PREFET project as two one-day events on 13
and 14 November 2019, in Madrid.
PREFET is about evidence-based detection of emerging technology trends with high-impact potential.
It works towards systematically identify and inform new and emerging trending technologies,
providing the responsible research and innovation (RRI) context for their successful implementation,
and helping researchers improve their project building integral processes.
After months carrying out an extensive technology scouting exercise open to wide consultation, 45
pre-validated trends were explored and evaluated during the Trendington’s Expert Session (13th
November 2019). The session involved experts in ICT, Bio and Health, Energy, Environment and
Climate Change, Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI), art and design. As a result, 15 trends were
selected and presented during the Trendington’s Open Session (14th November 2019), hosted by the
Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities, and with the participation of the European
Commission (EC) representatives. Networking and co-creation of potential ideas and visions around
these trends were actively motivated during this open session, and the context for potential support
within the European Framework Programme of R&I was described.
This report conveys the outcomes of the Trendington event and documents the process to reach the
prioritized 15 RRI-FET trends, the challenges faced and evaluation outcomes that would be useful to
consider for the sustainability of the event. This report captures the presentations made at the event
and provides highlights of the discussions that followed. Many of the participants contributed to the
preparation of this report both during and after the expert workshop.
This list of 15 RRI-FET trends was then integrated with the results of an Open Trend Consultation, in
which +2,000 researchers in ICT, Health Sciences, Biotechnology and Enrironmental Sciences,
previously identified as relevant thanks to PREFET’s AI-augmented desktop scouting process, voted
and gave feedback on missing and complementary perspectives. The final result was a list of “Top 20
PREFET Trends”, fully documented in the project’s webiste. Furthermore, the integration process is
described in deliverable D2.4 “ Final RRI-Technology Trends analysis report”.
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A video on how the Trendington event was celebrated can be found here, together with access to all
presentations used by the different speakers.
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List of acronyms/abbreviations

Abbreviation

Explanation

AI

Artificial Intelligence

CSA

Coordination and Support Action

EC

European Commission

FET

Future and Emerging Technologies

IA

Intelligence Augmentation

ML

Machine Learning

RRI

Responsible Research and Innovation

SDGs

Sustainable Development Goals

S&T

Science and Technology

TRL

Technology Readiness Level

UN

United Nations
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1. Introduction to the deliverable and its
objectives
1.1 Context: PREFET’s identification and insight generation for new and
emerging technologies
In line with the mission of the European Commission’s Future and Emerging Technologies (FET)
program, PREFET aims to support European leadership in early detection of radically new ideas based
on excellent science and materialisation of those creating real benefits for society. Therefore, PREFET
proposes tools and methodologies to pre-validate new and emerging trending technologies, providing
the responsible research and innovation (RRI) context for their successful implementation. As a result,
PREFET’s solution could help researchers improve their project building integral processes of FET like
ideas at early stages for good planning and decision making.
These objectives were achieved by developing a methodology platform with specialised unique tools
enabling a systematic identification and insight generation for new and emerging technologies beyond
the FET portfolio, on one hand, and for supporting researchers in their early-stage decision and
ideation steps, on the other hand. PREFET approach involved the following methods:
1. Artificial Intelligence (AI): a machine’s ability to ingest, connect and recall information goes far
beyond what is possible for humans (see deliverable D2.1)
2. Crowd / Social Intelligence: presented with a comprehensive set of alternatives (existing hot
topics), the crowd helps at providing a “diverse” view of the map presented (“weight the hot
topics”) and represents societal needs and expectations. The PREFET crowd intelligence layer
involved the Open Trend Consultation (OTC) (see deliverables D2.3 and D2.4).
3. Human Scanning (Human Intelligence): a person’s ability to use information to reason, judge,
and strategize surpassing the capabilities of machines today (see deliverable D2.2). After an
intensive stage of desktop research, towards the final selection of trends PREFET engaged the
experts’ intelligence via the Trendington event.
All three methods complemented each other and resulted in the final selection of top trends of new
and emerging technologies (for the final results see deliverable D2.4 ‘Final RRI-Technology Trends
analysis report’).
This report focuses on the third method listed above, namely human scanning and human intelligence
at the final selection stage, which was applied through the organisation of the Trendington event. The
Trendington event took place in Madrid on 13 and 14 November 2019.

The purpose of the workshop, the outcomes of which are reported here, is to help PREFET project
towards first, the evaluation process of the 45 trends pre-validated and selection of top trends;
second, the communication of the project results obtained to date, and give visibility to the
consortium activities and the methodologies followed.
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1.2 Objectives: identifying elements of a cross-cutting methodology

These purposes translate into the following objectives:
1. Gather relevant representatives related to the 45 pre-validated trends identified thanks to
PREFET’s AI-augmented desktop scouting process, who will finish the validation process of
these trends and help to come up with the top trends of highest potential in the following 3
years.
2. Facilitate a co-constructive process in which these experts, along with the PREFET team,
developed an in-depth analysis and evaluation of 45 pre-validated trends.
3. Gather results in a format that may help informing the final selection of the top trends,
specifically:
o How best to examine and evaluate the 45 pre-validated trends in a way that would
help to select trends of highest potential in the following 3 years.
o How to take on board two perspectives, namely (1) technical scoring, attending to FET
gatekeeper’s alignment, expected time-frame implementation, technical risk, or
interdisciplinary potential; (2) RRI scoring, building on relevant publications from
previous/ongoing projects (e.g. metrics and indicators of RRI from the MoRRI project).
The idea will be also to evaluate the trends according to their RRI maturity,
risk/benefit analysis, grade of social impact, and alignment with society needs.
o How to consider the risks and benefits pertinent to new and emerging technologies
in a way that can help guide the evaluation process.
4. Engage around 40 attendees to start providing the opportunity of getting access to extremely
valuable “fresh” information about what are the emerging technologies and trends with
highest potential through informative talks and workshops related to trends evaluation results
and the promotion of methodological platform services, including the IdeAcademy. The
IdeAcademy will be part of the PREFET methodological platform, devoted to identify and
engage what we have called the “candidates” and train them into crucial deep-tech innovation
skills.

1.3 Approach: Trendington event design
The objectives of the workshop present a number of methodological challenges that the workshop
design must be able to address.

Secondly, the time frame of Trendington, a high number (45) and complexity of pre-validated trends
and co-productive approach and evaluation process, require a clear and robust methodology that
ensures a sufficient depth of analysis in a limited timeframe. Moreover, the dependency of the Open
Session on the results of the Expert Session evaluation brings an organisational challenge. It is because
the evaluation conducted by the experts during the Expert Session needs to by analysed within a short
period of time in order to present the results to a broader audience during the Open Session.
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First among these challenges is that Trendington requires fulfilment of various objectives, namely to
evaluate 45 PV trends by the experts and to engage a broader audience of researchers to share
PREFET’s findings. As a result, Trendington requires an organisation of two events, the Expert Session
and the Open Session. Therefore, it also requires different methodologies adapted to the objectives
of each of the events, different types of audiences, organisational setup and promotion strategy.

Third, challenge is related to the engagement of multiple types of experts and stakeholders in the
evaluation and selection of top trends. On the one hand, the ambition of the PREFET project is to
engage experts in various fields to evaluate and map promising new technological trends. On the other
hand, PREFET wants to support researchers in developing innovative project ideas applicable to the
situations of multiple categories of actors involved in research and innovation. Different groups of
experts and stakeholders have different, and sometimes even conflicting, interests. This process of
interest-negotiation should once again have to play out – a process that cannot be subsumed by expert
opinion1. Therefore, the results of the Trendington expert evaluation should be a crucial but not the
only deciding factor for the final selection of top trends in future and emerging technologies.
Consequently, to address these challenges the event design sought to facilitate the identification of
applicable methodological elements enabling (1) the exploration and evaluation of each of 45 prevalidated technological trends; and (2) dissemination of the exploration and evaluation results among
a broader audience involving researchers.
In order to fulfil these objectives, the Trendington event was organised as two one-day events in
Madrid:
1. The Expert Session (13th November 2019)
2. The Open Session (14th November 2019)
The Experts Session focused on the exploration of the pre-validated trends and provided further
insights, better understanding of embedded opportunities and challenges (technological as well as
legal, ethical and societal), mapping the synergies and multidisciplinarity of the trends. Lastly, the

Trendington

1. Expert
Session

2. Open
Sessions

1. Trend
exploration

1. Dissemination
TRENDINGTON
APPROACH

2. New projects
ideation
Page 8

2. Trend
evaluation

Figure 1 Trendington approach.

1

Scrase, J. Ivan, and William R. Sheate (2002). "Integration and integrated approaches to assessment: what do
they mean for the environment?." Journal of environmental policy and planning 4, no. 4 275-294.
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engaged experts evaluated the pre-validated trends. During the Open Session the 15 trends selected
the previous day were presented to a broader audience involving researchers, where initial seeds for
specific ideas around the presented trends were built. Figure 1 presentes a schematic approach to the
Trendington event.
This report conveys the outcomes of the Trendington event and documents the process to reach the
final validation of PREFET’s RRI-FET trends, the challenges faced and evaluation outcomes that would
be useful to consider for the sustainability of the event. This document is organised as follows: section
2 presents the overall approach to Trendington, section 3 focuses on the Experts Session, specifically
on the approach and methodology, experts, evaluation and results; section 4 discusses the Open
Session, particularly the approach and results. Section 5 describes the Trendington event
communication and promotion strategy. Lastly, section 6 examines lessons-learn and provides a
summary and recommendations for organisation of the event in the future.

2. Expert Session
Expert workshops constitute an important part of knowledge generation, idea development and
feedback in the context of a particular project or topic. The Expert Session was selected as an
appropriate method to fulfil the objectives of the trend exploration and evaluation. This section
discusses the organisation of the Expert Session, the overall approach and objectives, planning, a
methodology used for trends exploration and evaluation.

2.1 Overall approach & objectives
The Experts Session aimed at selecting 15 most promising FET trends in relation to directly influencing
research funding policy at the European level for the coming years, including calls for Horizon Europe.
Specifically, it was organised to finish the validation process of the 45 pre-validated trends and
identify top 15 trends with the highest potential in the following 3 years. During this session, PREFET
wanted to re-shape the list of 45 pre-validated trends, evaluate these trends, look for synergies and
select 15 most promising FET trends. Therefore, the Expert Session focused on exploration and
evaluation of the pre-validated trends. Through an in-depth exploration of trends, PREFET and its
experts intended to provide further insights, better understand embedded opportunities and
challenges (technological as well as legal, ethical and societal), and map synergies and
multidisciplinarity of pre-validated trends. The evaluation of 45 pre-validated trends anticipated a
selection of top 15 trendsthat was then completed with the results from the Open Trend Consultation.

To facilitate the exploration and evaluation of 45 pre-validated trends, the trends were divided into
three categories, namely:

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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In order to fulfil two main objectives of the Expert Session, namely to gain further insights about 45
pre-validate trends and to selects top 15 most promising trends, the Expert Session was organised as
a half-day event divided into two main parts complemented by an informative opening and
introduction and closure of the session:
1. Exploration
2. Evaluation
A full programme of the event can be found in Appendix 1.

1. ICT
2. Health & Life Sciences
3. Energy, Environment & Climate Change

2.2 Experts
The exploration and evaluation were conducted by experts representing multiple disciplines and types
of organisations. The Expert Session was open to PREFET partners and top experts in ICT, Bio & Health,
Energy, Environment & Climate Change, responsible research and innovation (RRI) and ethics of
technology as well as architects, artists, designers and futurologists. This representation reflects three
categories of pre-validated trends (ICT, Bio & Health, Energy, Environment & Climate Change), as well
as the need for the ethical and societal impact reflection about the future we want to build with new
and emerging technologies (RRI and ethics of technology experts). Lastly, architects, artists, designers
and futurologists were engaged to bring unconventional perspectives expanding the target horizons
some trends could create.
Initially, the event was supposed to gather 4-8 representatives of the PREFET Experts Committee (PEC)
who would finish the validation process. Since the exploration and evaluation would benefit from a
broader representation of various types of expertise, ultimately the Expert Session engaged 21 experts
from multiple European countries representing a variety of research areas and types of organisations,
including academia, business and governmental bodies. The experts were carefully selected based on
their expertise in one or more areas of pre-validated trends and years of experience in the field.
Additionally, the selection criteria included country of residence, type of organisation and gender in
order to ensure diversity and representation. A full list of participating experts is included in Appendix
3 and their profiles in Appendix 4, and Figure 2 shows the overall distribution of expertises as an
strategic summary of the details in the appendix.
Arts & Tech; 5
(20% women)
Pol i cy-maker; 2
(50% women)

SOCIAL
SCIENCES; 2

ICT; 3 (+30%
women)

ENV; 3

BIO; 7 (+40%
women)
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Figure 2 Distribution of experts per area of expertise.
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The experts were engaged through multiple channels, including (1) Open Trend Consultation (OTC)
(through responses provided to the online survey); (2) internal network of the projects partners
(particularly, experts specialising in RRI and ethics of technology); and (3) announcement via PREFET’s
and the project partners’ social media such as Twitter and LinkedIn. PREFET supported the experts
participation by partially covering their travelling costs.
In preparation for the Expert Session, the participating experts received a preparatory package
containing the PREFET’s period table with a detailed description of 45 pre-validated trends (online
PREFET’s website and offline PDF version2), agenda of the event and detailed planning, a documents
listing participating experts with their bio, and lastly a travelling and accommodation guide. Moreover,
at the beginning of the event the experts were provided with the participants information sheet and
informed consent form (Appendix 5).

2.3 Methodological approach
As discussed in the previous sections, the Expert Session was intended to facilitate a co-constructive
process in which the experts, along with the PREFET team, develop an in-depth analysis of 45 prevalidated trends and evaluate them taking into consideration various aspects including namely (1)
technical scoring, attending to FET gatekeeper’s alignment, expected time-frame implementation,
technical risk, or interdisciplinary potential; and (2) RRI scoring, considering risk/benefit analysis,
grade of ethical and societal impact, and alignment with society needs. Furthermore, the trends would
be explored and evaluated by a number of experts representing various research areas and expertise,
types of organisations and countries.

1. Stakeholder Working Groups4
This method is designed as a workshop that enables focused discussions between different
groups of stakeholders. Stakeholder Working Group consists of five steps (information,
selecting topic, discussion, deliberation, and vote) of which some can be repeated if more
than one research scenario is to be enriched by each group. This method was chosen because
it addresses the challenge of engaging experts from different working/expertise areas. This
approach enables facilitation of different points of views on the selected research topics and
prompt them to answer a series of questions in order to generate rich group discussions that
can feed into the process of producing a final outcome. Furthermore, it enables the experts
to react to each other and bring up questions, knowledge and insights into a specific research
scenario for each group. Each part of event must facilitate relevant experts. Therefore, people
concerned/interested in the field of ICT, were divided into three groups and participated in
discussions around (1) ICT trends (people relevant with their field of expertise); (2) Bio &
Health (experts around Bio & Health trends); and (3) Energy, Environment and Climate Change
( experts in the same area). In order to have external and creative point of view regarding each

2

A comprehensive description of 45 pre-validated trends is available at https://www.prefet.eu/trends/.
The Engage2020 Action Catalogue http://actioncatalogue.eu/
4
Based on the Engage2020 Action Catalogue http://actioncatalogue.eu/method/7446
3
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Taking into consideration these complexities, the Expert Session applied a combination of the
following methodologies inspired by the Engage2020 Action Catalogue, an outcome of the
Engage2020 project3:

trends category, the groups were enriched by experts in RRI, ethics of technology, artists,
designers, architects and policy makers. Since exploration and evaluation of 45 pre-validated
trends might be challenging in because of the time-frame and selected expertise, this
approach helps to prioritize the most promising enriched research scenarios. Therefore, the
experts were allowed to prioritise trends that seemed more promising and interesting to
them. As their knowledge matures and continuously emerges, workshop with experts support
a process of validating and making research findings reliable through participatory meaning
negotiation. This approach is flexible and allows creativity and returning to a specific issue,
which is particularly beneficial during the exploration and co-learning process. Originally, the
workshop design consists of five steps: I. Welcome and introduction II. Warmup III.
Prioritization IV. Enriching research scenarios V. Exhibition, voting and wrap up. For the
purposes of the Trendington Expert Session, the voting was intertwined with another method
known as Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA).

3. Caravan6
A “caravan” approach is described by Engage2020 Action Catalogue as a travel for a certain
period of time and stops in different places to meet various stakeholders and policy makers.
The aim is to progressively enrich and deepen content already developed, for example, during
a previous step of a participatory process. This approach was a perfect choice to explore
synergies, cross-fertilisation and multi- and interdisciplinarity potential between three
categories of trends (ICT; Bio & Health; Energy, Environment & Climate Change). The experts
from each group moved in a clock-wise direction visiting other two groups and providing
inputs about potential synergies between trends from different categories. In each stop the

5
6

Based on the Engage2020 Action Catalogue http://actioncatalogue.eu/method/7393
Based on the Engage2020 Action Catalogue http://actioncatalogue.eu/method/7449
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2. Multi Criteria Decision Analysis (MCDA)5
MCDA is a tool that can be applied to complex decision making processes. MCDA techniques
can be used to identify a single most preferred option, to rank options, to short-list a limited
number of options for subsequent detailed appraisal, or simply to distinguish acceptable from
unacceptable possibilities. This approach was applied because it allows to take into
consideration multiple aspects, namely technical scoring and ethical and societal impacts,
with the goal of ordering a set of options from the most preferred to the least preferred
option. According to the Engage2020 Action Catalogue, there is usually a conflict or trade-off
involved in options and no one option will be best in achieving all objectives. Therefore, this
approach considers costs and benefits, their monetary and non-monetary aspects in a short
and long term perspective. This approach focuses on thinking about the problem, not solve
the problem, which strongly reflects a risky nature of FET. MCDA was integrated into both the
exploration and evaluation phases of the Expert Session. In this way, the experts were guided
into a progressive exploration of these aspects of trends that would be crucial for their
evaluation. This approach allowed the experts to look at complex problems by breaking the
problem up into manageable pieces and helped the experts to assess the pre-validated trends.
Ultimately, this process supported the PREFET partners to reassemble the pieces to form an
overall coherent picture to present a list of most promising FET trends.

experts were enabled to enrich the ideas created in the previous stops of the caravan. The socalled caravan is a mobile cumulative mapping of ideas, arguments, knowledge and/or
opinions.
The next subsections discuss in details the organisational setup of two main parts of the Expert
Session, namely (1) exploration (subsection 2.4); and (2) evaluation (subsection 2.5).

2.4 Exploration
2.4.1 Organisational setup

Page 13

The exploration was aimed at knowledge mining and sharing, building a common understanding of
trends, mapping their characteristics and potential implications. To facilitate this task, 45 prevalidated trends and the experts were divided into three aforementioned groups, namely (1) ICT; (2)
Bio & Health; (3) Energy, Environment & Climate Change with a participation of experts in RRI, ethics
of technology, artists, designers, architects and policy makers in each of this group. As a result each
group focused on exploration and evaluation of 15 trends pertaining to their group. Additionally, to
ensure cross-fertilisation, each group participated in a caravan exercise contributing to other groups.
Each group was guided by a PREFET facilitator (one of the project’s partners) who facilitated
discussions by establishing the ground rules, providing instructions and appropriate timemanagement. To ensure a coherence between the groups, the facilitators were trained in advance
and supported with a instructions document. Each group was located in a different part of the room,
with printed materials hanging on walls to ensure a participatory work. Pictures below show the
organisational setup of the exploration session.

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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In the exploration phase with the experts as participants in a knowledge-sharing setting, more general
discussions on ‘what does this mean’ occurred. The exploration phase was divided into four parts,
namely (1) exploration; (2) opportunities; (3) challenges; (4) synergies. Table 2 provides an overview
of the exploration parts with the main idea behind, aspects and questions that the experts should
address.
Proceedings
Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Main idea
Key ideas and aspects
Application and use-cases
What is the technology readiness level?
Visualisation
1. Excellence
•
The main breakthroughs that the trend could
achieve
•
Timeline: short term / mid term / long term
•
Disciplines and stakeholders engaged
2. Impact
•
Which Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) are/could be impacted?
•
How this trend can benefit the society and
environment? What are / could be positive ethical,
societal and environmental impacts?
•
Which stakeholders would be affected?
•
How sever is the impact? Low / Medium / High?
1. Excellence:
•
Is this technology thought to be especially
risky from the scientific and technological point of
view? Why?
•
What is the uncertainty level? Low / Medium /
High?
2. Impact:
•
Which Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
are/could be impacted?
•
How this trend can negatively affect the society
and environment? What are / could be negative ethical,
societal and environmental impacts?
•
Which stakeholders would be affected?
•
How sever is the impact? Low / Medium / High?
•
What needs to be done to mitigate these risks?
1. Synergies, connections, potential for bridging with
other trends (Caravan)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Table 2 Parts of the explorations phase.

The following tables present the results of the Expert group work. Firstly, Table 3 provides the ICT
group’s results complemented by the synergies (cross-fertilisation and interdisciplinarity) mapped by
the Bio & Health group and Energy, Environment & Climate Change group during the caravan part.
Secondly, Table 4 contains the results of the Bio & Health group with inputs on synergies from ICT
group and Energy, Environment and Climate Change group. Lastly, the results of the Energy,
PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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2.4.2 Results

Environment and Climate Change group work are presented in Table 5, integrated with comments
around synergies from ICT group and Bio & Health group.
Category: ICT

TREND 1:
NEW SCHEMES IN QUANTUM COMPUTING: USE OF MACHINE LEARNING
Part

Main idea
More efficient machine learning with quantum
devices
• Training of new classical algorithms
• Machine learning with quantum data
• SDGs 7,8,9
• Potentially much broader SDG impact
• Power asymmetries
• Few people control the technology
• Large capital cost
• Potential to further increase divisions in
society
Bio & Health group:
• Machine learning has broad applications
• Applicable to many other trends
Other groups:
• Machine learning has broad applications
• Impact on almost every other trend
Should be integrated with other Quantum trends
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 2:
EXTENDING THE LIMITS OF QUANTUM COMPUTING: DECOHERENCE

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
Building scalable quantum computers
Improving quantum simulation
Improving quantum communications
This impacts all Quantum research areas
Energy efficient computing
Democratisation of currently expensive
technology
• SDG 4,7,8,9,13
• Quantum could improve education by better
computing
• Infrastructure performance improved through
optimisation
• Industry performance enhanced through
improved efficiencies
• Potential for increased energy consumption
due to wide use of quantum computers
• Similar issue to bitcoin mining
Bio & Health group:
• Cognitive augmentation and intelligence
amplification
ICT group:
• Enabler of other quantum trends
•
•
•
•
•
•

D3.3 – Trendington report
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Part

•

Additional comments

Quantum communications especially
Should be integrated with other Quantum trends

TREND 3:
INTERFACE QUANTUM/CLASSICAL COMPUTING
Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Main idea
More efficient computers
Mixing quantum and classical
Applications in quantum chemistry
Distributed machine learning
SDGs: 9,11
Better and more efficient processes
Better industry
Improved city infrastructure
Misuse of technology
Uncontrolled application
Break internet encryption
Might break homomorphic computing
Privacy enhancing technologies
Homomorphic computing
AI for alien life search
Arctic climate change - provide new insights
Should be integrated with other Quantum trends
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TREND 4:
NEUROMORPHIC COMPUTING & BIOMIMETIC AI
Part

Main idea
New possibilities in computing, image
processing
• Perhaps factoring applications
• Sea fauna monitoring
• Marine environmental sensing
• Marine environmental interventions
• SDGs: 14,15
• Lead fish to safety
• Break fishing nets in fish sanctuaries
• Better population control
• Risk that does not work as promised
• Risk of lack of acceptance by users
• Ethics of this type of device a concern
Bio & Health group:
• Cognitive augmentation and intelligence
amplification
ICT group:
• Photoacoustic in communications
ENV group:
• Ocean wiring and sensing
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Page 16

Additional comments
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TREND 5:
NEW APPROACHES TO DATA INTEROPERABILITY IN IOT
Part

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Main idea
Smart grid
Integration of wearable sensor data
Emotion to future action mapping
Privacy destruction
Industrial IOT Shipping, aviation, structural
integrity
• Enable predictive maintenance
• Connected transport
• SDGs: 3,6,7,9,11,13
• Energy efficiency through better sensing
• Improve water use
• Better urban transport from better data
• More health data
• Efficient IOT data
• Privacy issues
• Data quality
• Discovery a problem
• Could cause unemployment - less engineers
needed
Bio & Health group:
• Ocean wiring and sensing
ENV group:
• Smart grid - key enabler
General concerns over volume and quality of data, and privacy
a big issue
•
•
•
•
•

TREND 6:
ADAPTIVE ASSURANCE OF AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS
Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES
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Additional comments

Main idea
Autonomous cars
Autonomous aviation
Industrial applications
Public transport
SDGs: 3,8,9,11
Safer travel for drivers and pedestrians
Better productivity through automation
False predictions
Unemployment
Unpredictable behaviour of systems
Bio & Health group:
• Biorobotics
• Bioinformatics
ENV group:
• Ocean wiring and sensing
Anything autonomous needs to be trustworthy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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TREND 7:
PHOTOACOUSTICS IN COMMUNICATION
Part

Main idea
Underwater communications
Transmission of sound in space applications
Communications in quiet areas
Reduce inequalities through better
communications
• SDGs: 10, 14
• Better marine communications
• Smaller, better undersea robots
• Use for public communications in remote
areas
• Use of laser audio to activate smart speakers
in homes (actual event)
• Concern over PSYOPS - human manipulation
ENV group:
• Zero power sensors
• Ocean wiring and sensing
•
•
•
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges
Part IV SYNERGIES
Additional comments

TREND 8:
CHEMPUTING & 3D PRINTING REACTIONWARE
Part

Main idea
Deep space drug production
No pre depletion in batteries
Drug discovery for neglected diseases
Democratisation of drug production
SDGs: 3,10
Customised proteomics
Any chemical available anywhere anytime
Harmful drug production
Illicit drug production
Democratisation of production double edge
sword
Bio & Health group:
• 4D printing - to predict behaviours of new
products
• Antibiotic resistant super bacteria
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Part

Part I Exploration

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Main idea
Ethical health
Computational psychiatry
Insurance
Ethical decision support systems
Software for autonomous cars
Confidence in decision making process
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TREND 9:
ETHICALLY TRUSTWORTHY AI

•

Suggested/human augmentation system for
counter intuitive suggestions
• Avoiding AI bias
• SDGs: 3,6,5,10,12,16,17
• Could reduce bias and improve gender
equality
• Used to fight crime
• Needed to gain benefits in health applications
• Better society
• Whose ethics should this apply?
• Faulty training data maybe undetectable
• Can AI be trusted to make life and
death decisions
• Companies blame AI instead of taking
responsibility
• Surveillance capitalism
Bio & Health group:
• Drug discovery and manufacturing using AI
• AI for alien life search
ENV group:
• Smart grid requires ethical AI
ICT group:
• Neuromorphic and biomimetic AI

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 10:
HOMOMORPHIC COMPUTING
Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Main idea
Truly private data analytics
Auditable data
Storage of intelligence data
Privacy enhancing applications
SDGs: 3,5,9,10,13,17
Makes more health data useable, improving
diagnostics
• Industry has access to better data
• Improved global coordination through safer
data sharing
• Reduced gender bias through safer data
sharing
• Potential negative impact on SDG 1,3,4,5,8,10
• Same issues as anonymous analytics
Bio & Health group:
• 4D printing could be used to encode encrypted
data
ICT group:
• Anonymous analytics - seems like a similar use
case
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Additional comments

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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TREND 11:
ANONYMOUS ANALYTICS
Part

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Main idea
Urban planning
Traffic flows
Smart cities
Financial transactions analysis
Both business and public affairs
SDGs: 5,7,10,11
Sustainable transport
Reduce gender bias
Reduce misuse of personal data
Anonymity cannot be guaranteed forever
Unforeseen consequences
Context and time dependent
Overconfident title - cannot be guaranteed
forever
• Encourage unsafe sharing
Bio & Health group:
• 4D printing could be used to encode data
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Enabler of many AI applications

ICT group:
• Homomorphic computing
Additional comments

TREND 12:
QUANTUM COMMUNICATIONS QUANTUM INTERNET
Part

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Main idea
National security
Intelligence
Distributed machine learning
True data anonymisation
Sharing of health data - security
SDGs: 4,10
Guaranteed security enables education in
developing countries
• Safer on line financial transactions help
aid/investment
• Misuse of quantum technologies
• May not guarantee security for long term
ICT group:
• Extending the limits of quantum decoherence
• New approaches to data interoperability
• Adaptive assurance of autonomous systems
(may need ultra security)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Additional comments

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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TREND 13:
QUANTUM SIMULATION
Part

Main idea
Decryption of keys in non quantum hardware
Early benefits of quantum computing
Reduce expenditure on quantum hardware
research
• Reduced power consumption for quantum
benefits
• SDGs:7,8,9
• Improved resource efficiencies
• Earlier benefits of quantum computing
• Earlier than expected breaking of RSA causes
mass global disruption
• Quantum working on conventional machines
make quantum computing available to many more
people/states
• Security issues
ICT group:
• Extending the limits of quantum decoherence
• Adaptive assurance of autonomous systems
(may need ultra security)
•
•
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 14:
PROGRAMMABLE MATTER AND CLAYTRONICS
Part

Main idea
• Safe activation of explosives
• Defence textiles
• Actionable biomaterials for limbs and organs
• Implementing complex designs
• SDGs: 3,6,9,11,12
• Better resource efficiency
• Environmentally sound chemicals
• Reduce dumping by reuse
• Complexity requires excessive consumption
• Unemployment due to reduced demand
• New material may take longer to biodegrade
ENV group:
• 4D printing
• Time crystals

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges
Part IV SYNERGIES
Additional comments

Part
Part I Exploration

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

•
•
•
•

Main idea
Super fast wireless communications
Brain interfaces
Monitoring of medical implants
Remote medical intervention
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TREND 15:
BEYOND 5G

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tactile web
Transhumanism
IOT expander - connectivity
Adaptive renewable energy production
Responsive IOT for smart cities
Googling physical reality
Mobile security enhancement
SDGs: 3,4,5,6,7,9
Health monitoring
Better education through communications
Gender access to mobile devices
Privacy - ultra local communications can locate
Unknown impact on human tissue of terra
hertz communication
• National security
• Spectrum licensing
Bio & Health group:
• Non opioid pain management
ICT group:
• New approaches to data interoperability
ENV group:
• Zero power sensors
• Beyond smart grids

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments
Table 3 Results of the ICT Expert group.

Category: BIO & Health

TREND 1:
COGNITIVE AUGMENTATION AND INTELLIGENCE AMPLIFICATION

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
Very broad
Includes enhanced deep brain stimulation?
Internal or external?
Parkinson, Alzheimer, psychiatric diseases
Physical handicap improvement
Learning Opportunities
SDGs: 3, 4 (improved learning), 5,
8 (less dangerous work), 10
• New methods for problem solving in creativity,
• Surgery
• Education
• How close is the goal?
• Feasibility is a challenge
• Can we influence thoughts?
• Manipulation
• Hacking the brain
• Access: inequality
• Privacy
• Agency
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Part

•
•

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Accountability in decisions
Mind reading (and stealing)
Bio & Health group:
•
With ICT projects
•
Trend 1 with trend 2: Cellular neuroscience and
Cellular Signalling
•
Connected to 4: Bioimaging
Other groups:
•
Sensors
•
Self-filling batteries
Could be mixed with AI

TREND 2:
CELLULAR NEUROSCIENCE AND CELLULAR SIGNALLING
Part

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Organoids
Why limit to specific disease?
Everything interacts with everything
Limit to diseases?
Increased knowledge how the brain works
Transfer to machine
SDGs: 3, 5
Therapeutic opportunities,
Diagnostics
Prediction / Prevention
Treat neurodegenerative diseases
Understand the mechanism
How to keep the investment in the public
domain
• Need of public funding
• Companies are not investing anymore after
several failures
• Discrimination
• Privacy
• Business Driven Development
Bio & Health group:
• Trend 2 with Trend 1 Cognitive Augmentation
and Intelligence Amplification
• Potential to use knowledge to improve disease
pathology
ICT group:
• Photoacoustic and communication (Trend 7
ICT)
• Next generation 6G / 5G (Trend 15 ICT)
• 4D printing? Printing neurons and put them
into people who have experienced and
accident (Trend 8 ICT: Chemputing and 3d
Printing Reactionware)
• Homomorphic computing
and chemputing (Trend 10 ICT)

Additional comments

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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Part I Exploration

Main idea

TREND 3:
BIOINFORMATICS & AI IN GENETICS
Part

Main idea
Omics is missing
Not just genetics
SDGs: 3, 5
Diagnostics
Prediction
Prevention
Connection
1st layer of information
Integration of various data layers
Making sense of data
Discrimination
Privacy
Changing social dynamic
Ppl (people) designed for x, y, z
Amount of data can be not protected (ICT)
Interaction
Exposome
Infobesity
Ethics: what can be selected
Other teams:
• Quantum ML
• Interoperability of IoT
• Anonymous analytics
• Homomorphic computing
• Post-analytics
• Ethical aspects of AI
• Time crystals
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 4:
BIOIMAGING
Part

Main idea
Neuroscience
Synergies with Bioimaging and Drug discovery
(Trend 9)
• Missing Image Analysis and Artificial
Intelligence (AI)
• Theranostics (combines
specific
targeted
therapy based on specific targeted diagnostic tests.
With a key focus on patient centred
care, theranostics provides a transition from
conventional medicine to a contemporary
personalised and precision medicine approach)
• SDGs: 3, 5, 9
• Training for surgeons
• Follow up for diseases of a brain –
degeneration
• For drug discovery

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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•
•

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Minimal inactive surgery (invasive?)
Improved diagnostics
Therapy
3D printing
Cost
Regulatory
Need unbiased analysis tools
Bio & Health group:
• Synergy between bioimaging and drug
discovery (Trend 9 BIO: Drug Discovery &
Manufacture Using AI)
• 3D Printing (Trend 8 ICT: Trend
8: Chemputing and 3d Printing Reactionware?)
Other teams:
• Neuromorphic computing – processing
in more efficient way
• Quantum ML
• Biomimetic AI
• 4D Printing
• Nanoparticles
• Sensors
• Self-filling batteries
• Very dense – Beyond 5G networks w/high
frequencies – can they help distributed
imaging?
There is a mismatch between the trend title and description,
particularly with the right-side column in PPT.

Part

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES
PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
• Stem cell technology
• Pharmacological intervention
• Tissue engineering
• Personalized Regenerative Medicine
• Chimera
• Organ Creation
• 3D Printing
• SDGs: 3, 5, 9, 12
• Lots for human health in general
• Life expectancy extension
• Cure of organ insufficiency
• How to deal with chimeras?
• Adoption of techniques
• The right Model
• Distrust
• Privacy
• Rights of non-human actors
• Regulatory barriers
• Safety
• Inequalities
Bio & Health group:
D3.3 – Trendington report
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TREND 5:
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE

•

•

Additional comments

•

3D Printing
Other teams:
• Claytronic
• 3D Printing / Printing Organs
• 4D Printing
• Sensors
• Time Crystals
Much more feasible by relevant developments in
various fields
Surveillance in many BIO trends: Data of you but also
of your family

TREND 6:
NON-OPIOID PAIN MANAGEMENT
Part
Part I Exploration
Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Main idea
• Separate from other trends
• Dream of fixing it all
• Mental v. physical pain
• SDGs: 1, 3, 5, 12
• Quality of life (improved)
• Why public investment is necessary
• Addiction prevention
• How to deal with future claims?
• Risk of treating the effect and not the cause
• Brave new world
• Political
Bio & Health group:
• Synergy with Trend 9: Drug Discovery &
Manufacture Using AI
• Laser
• Affect the way you think
• Biodegradable farming
• Algae -> health supplements
• See protection / Ocean Marine Preservation
Change title to: Non-addictive, non-side effects pain
management

Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
• Target on the long horizon
• Aging is missing
• Life-expansion
• Health-span
• SDGs: 3, 5
• Quality of life
• Economic by reduction of medical costs
• Overpopulation
• Stagnant innovation (lack of “fresh blood”) activation
• Western population only / benefits limited to
the Western population
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TREND 7:
CELLULAR SENESCENCE & LIFE EXTENSION

•
•
•

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Risk of more fragile society
Environmental risk
Discrimination – accessible to few people
Other groups:
• Substituted by autonomous systems (AI)
• Ethical trustworthy AI
• Biodegradable sensors to monitor aging
processes
• 4D Printing
Better title: Healthy aging

TREND 8:
ANTIBIOTIC RESISTANT SUPER BACTERIA
Part
Part I Exploration
Part II Opportunities
Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Main idea
Very separate from other trends, on its own
Very focused
Any new strategy
SDGs: 3, 5, 6
Similar to 6 Trend 6: Non-opioid Pain
Management
• Find new angle to tackle the problem
Bio & Health group:
• Similar to Trend 6: Non-opioid Pain
Management and Trend 9: Drug Discovery &
Manufacture Using AI
• Synergy with Trend 9: Drug Discovery &
Manufacture Using AI
• Synergy with Trend 10: Microbiome for
Enhanced Human Health
ENV group:
• Synergy with Trend 15: AI for Alien Life Search
• Energy efficient water treatment – opportunity
– method for water purification
• Biodegradable sensors -> Farming
• AI
• Farming problem
Section “Other promising research” in PPT is irrelevant
•
•
•
•
•

TREND 9:
DRUG DISCOVERY & MANUFACTURE USING AI
Part

Main idea
Change the title to “Innovative Drug
Discovery”!
• Tremendous
• Bottle neck of genetic projects – validate data
• Cost-effective manufacturing
• Cost-effective personalized drug
manufacturing
• Drug manufacturing – in terms of affordable
synthesis
• Saving animals from animal experimentation /
limiting

Part I Exploration

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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•

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-screening
Organ chip
More evidence based
Prioritisation
Personalized therapy
New targets
Validate targets
New drugs are not cheap
SDGs: 3, 5, 9, 12
Opportunity organ on a chip technology
Diagnostics of specialised treatment
Reduce the animal experimentation
Reduce the cost
How to “keep” the organ in the public domain
Inequalities in access
Ethics – who can afford it
Cost
Time
Market
Who can do it?
Multidisciplinary
Meaningful use of data
Validation of data
Decision making process based on data
Bio & Health group:
• This trend includes other trends, namely 6 and
8: Trend 6: Non-opioid Pain Management & Trend
8: Antibiotic Resistant Super Bacteria
• Synergy between Trend 9 and Trend 8:
Antibiotic Resistant Super Bacteria
Other groups:
• Quantum computing
• Quantum simulations
• Chemputing
• Quantum ML
• Ethical treatment of technology
• Better title: Precision medicine
• Innovative drug discovery
• Split between a) Drug discovery using AI – related to
trends 6, 8, 11; and b) Drug Manufacturing using AI
• Can be used for developing other areas like AI

Part

Part I Exploration

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
• Female health
• A lack of hypothesis
• Lots of potential promises
• Correlation disease – microbiome
• Diagnostics
• Interaction with genome should be added
here
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TREND 10:
MICROBIOME FOR ENHANCED HUMAN HEALTH

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

•
•

Additional comments

SDGs: 3, 5, 6
Diagnostics
Treatment of different diseases
Quality of life
Democratisation of medicine
Validation of effect? – Does it really work?
Trust
Methodology
Manipulation of microbiome -> change of the
environment -> SUPER BACTERIA
• Question: Biobase – Surveillance,
bioinformatics of data
Bio & Health group:
• Synergy with Healthy Aging (Trend 7: Cellular
Senescence & Life Extension)
• Synergy with Trend 3
• Synergy / Correlated
with Trend 8 Antibiotic Resistant Super Bacteria
• If we don’t understand this trend we can’t do
Trends, 2, 3 and 9 (Trend 2: Cellular Neuroscience
And Cellular Signalling; Trend 3: Bioinformatics &
AI in Genetics; Trend 9 Drug Discovery &
Manufacture Using AI)
Other groups:
• 3D Printing
• Chemputing
• Anonymous Analytics
• Ethics of tech – surveillance, data,
bioinformatics
Interaction with genome should be added here
If we don’t understand this trend we can’t do Trends,
2, 3 and 9 (Trend 2: Cellular Neuroscience And Cellular
Signalling; Trend 3: Bioinformatics & AI in Genetics;
Trend 9 Drug Discovery & Manufacture Using AI)

Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main idea
Not new, already happening
Develop more
Resistance is missing
Ecology to treatment
SDGs: 3, 5, 12
Quality of life (improved)
Therapeutic potential (crucial)
Most promising therapeutic avenue
Target discovery
Long-term efficiency
More fundamental research needed?
Politics: life-extension with high quality of life
Safety
Cost
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TREND 11:
IMMUNOTHERAPIES AND GENOMICS TO TREAT AND PREVENT CANCER

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Access because of costs
Political costs
Overprice
Search for substitutes / safety
Privacy
Pharmacology
Development on mutation cord of the cell
Limited to specific types of cancer
Bio & Health group:
• Trends 2, 3, 9, 10 and 11 are the same –
pointing the same direction
• Trend 11 and 3
• Cellular growth
Other groups:
• Anonymised analytics
• Chemputing
• Data interoperability IoT
• Sensors
• Self-fulfilling batteries (Artists) -> Health &
Bio group questioned this connection
Trends 2, 3, 9, 10 and 11 are the same – pointing the same
direction

Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Main idea
Functional replacement
SDGs: 3, 5, 9, 10
Aesthetics
Opportunity for new sports
For people with disabilities
Capabilities (improved & enhanced)
Quality of life
Lowering costs of the system and families
Adapt to live in other atmospheres
Enhanced or new sensory capabilities
Shorter time of rehabilitation
Economy
Revolution in society
No humans
Military?
Military
Peer pressure
Pressure of work
Sport spirit of the game
Equality
Inequalities of access
Hacking
Costs
Discrimination
Inequalities exposed – super humans
Access
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TREND 12:
BIOROBOTICS / BIONICS

•

Definition of human?
Bio & Health group:
• Synergies with cognitive amplification and
regenerative medicine Trend 1 Trend 1:
Cognitive Augmentation & Intelligence
Amplification and Trend 5 Regenerative
Medicine
Other groups:
• Autonomous systems
• Biomimetic
• Self-filling batteries
• Sensors
• 4D printing
• Super military
• Beyond 5G

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 13:
VIROTHERAPY
Part
Part I Exploration

Main idea
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

•

Additional comments

•

SDGs: 3, 5
Intelligent cure for diseases
Adoption stopped
Safety
Target effects
Germinal line contamination
Other groups:
• Autonomous systems
• 3D Print them
• Not really connected
Merge: with regenerative medicine, living drugs, gene
therapy -> Advanced therapy
Change the title to “Gene Therapy in vivo”. Include in
this group: Virotherapy and Gene Editing. Potentially
also vaccine

Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges
Part IV SYNERGIES

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
• Use for transplantation
• Fertility
• Stem cells
• SDGs: 3, 5
• For transplantation purposes
• More controlled transplantation
• Immortality
• Space travel
• Complexity requires excessive consumption
• Unemployment due to reduced demand
• New material may take longer to biodegrade
Bio & health group:
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TREND 14:
CRYONICS

•

Synergy with Trend 5 Regenerative Medicine
Other groups:
• Claytronics
• Power and sensoring
• AI computing
• Viable energy source -> nuclear power – super
conductors
• Time crystals
Additional comments

TREND 15:
AI FOR ALIEN LIFE SEARCH
Part
Part I Exploration
Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Main idea
• Unclear why this trend is in bio & health?
• Understand ecology in planetary scale
• SDGs: 3, 5, 13, 16
• Discovery of novel biological principles
• Spaceship to look for alien life is expensive –
cost
• How can we handle the foreign organisms?
• Questioning religions and cultures
Other groups:
• Climate synergy
• Quantum machine learning
• Nuclear power mission to space

Additional comments
Table 4 Results of the Bio & Health Expert group.

CATEGORY: ENERGY, ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE

Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges
Part IV SYNERGIES

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
• It can be used in advanced control and AI
technologies for energy management: from the
house or family level to a whole country level
•
It can positively impact SDGs: 9 (Industry,
Innovation and Infrastructure), 11 (Sustainable
cities and communities), 12 (Responsible
Consumption and Production), and 13 (Climate
Action)
•
Timeline: short term
•
Its development and adoption would depend
on country policies
• Issues with the property of the data and how it
is handled. This relates with hackers stealing or
corrupting the data, being able to threaten energy
grids and distribution nationally
ENV group:
•
Net Zero Buildings
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TREND 1:
BEYOND SMART GRIDS: ADVANCED DATA ANALYTICS & ML

ICT group:
•
Advanced Analytics, Anonymous Analytics,
Cognitive Enhancement, Interoperability of IoT,
B5G
Additional comments

TREND 2:
ENERGY-EFFICIENT WATER TREATMENTS
Part

Main idea
Water as a commodity in the future. It will gain
importance as a natural resource because of its
scarcity.
•
Key issues: the need of effective water systems
(for cleaning the water) and the recovery of
nutrients out of industrial waters and
wastewaters.
•
There is a promising pilot in The Netherlands:
DWE Botlem Industrie Water.
•
TRL: 7-8
•
SDGs: 6 (Clean Water and Sanitation), 12
(Responsible Consumption and Production), 13
(Climate Action), and 15 (Life Below Water).
•
Timeline: Short term
•
It will have impact on diplomacy, as water will
become a commodity
•
It can also be applied to homes, not only for
industrial purposes
•
A feasible business case would be to extract
raw materials from wastewater with low
energy intensity
•
It requires huge investments.
•
Can be hacked.
•
It can increase inequities as water becomes a
commodity.
ICT group:
• Chemputing, Quantum Computing, IoT
Interoperability.
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES
Additional comments

Part
•
•

Part I Exploration
•

Part II Opportunities

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

•

Main idea
Before these biodegradable sensors, we need
Precision Farming to be a reality first
Sensing is needed for Precision Farming but
there are more topics needed than just
Biodegradable Sensors. Perhaps these sensors
are not the priority
There are Biodegradable Polymers (PHA) that
could be used in these sensors
SDGs: 2 (Zero Hunger), 3 (Good Health and
Wellbeing), 12 (Responsible Consumption and
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TREND 3:
BIODEGRADABLE SENSORS FOR PRECISION FARMING

Production), 13 (Climate Action), and 15 (Life
Below Water)
•
Timeline: medium term
•
It has opportunities in optimizing crops and in
saving fertilizers
•
Careful with invasiveness
•
There is the challenge of the extinction of nonprofitable vegetables or species
•
It also may increase inequalities between rich
& developing countries
•
Challenges with SDGs: 13, 14 and 15
ENV group:
•
Zero Power Sensors
ICT group:
•
IoT Interoperability, B5G.
BIO & Health group:
•
Diagnostics and Neuroscience.

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 4:
ZERO-POWER SENSORS
Part

Main idea
With IoT and 5G technologies, billions of
devices will be sensing data and controlling
equipment. This demands an enormous
amount of energy. Issue that would be solved
with zero-power sensors
• Great for detecting water losses on ground
resources or city-ground pipes
• SDGs: 2, 7, 9, 11, 13
• Timeline: short term
• TRL: 7
• Sensors are everywhere and are needed
everywhere. Hence, positive impacts affect
almost all industries and stakeholders. Plus, are
key to bring IoT to life. Sensors or big city data,
agriculture, buildings, mobility, drones, more
efficient water city management
• EMIS (energy monitoring information systems)
to monitor air quality, microclimate, user
habits, the environment, and engage with it
• They may be invasive
• There are privacy and “who controls de data”
issues, which poses ethical questions
• We need to make them cost-efficient
Bio & Health group:
• Diagnostics and Biorobotics and Bionics.
ICT group:
• Quantum Sensors, B5G, IoT Interoperability
ENV group:
• Sensors for precision farming

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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•

Additional comments

•
•

Interesting for space travel and for health monitoring
Related to sensors in the oceans

TREND 5:
ARCTIC CLIMATE CHANGE
Part

Main idea
If water is going to be a scarce commodity, it is
a waste the fresh water of the poles: we will
look into the polar caps to get fresh water.
• Is key to collect data on what’s happening on
the arctic.
• SDGs: 13, 14, 15. But more broadly, it affects
all SDGs – key issue!
• Timeline: Medium
• It is crucial to gain political support to mobilize
investment
• We may end up mining fresh water
• Crazy idea: geoengineering to reflect the sun to
keep the earth cooler
• When dealing with the Arctic issue, we always
treat it through a human-centered perspective,
when it affects flora, fauna, the environment,
global climate, etc.
• Will lead to the extinction of flora and fauna,
to people displacement, it affects the global
weather. It could also expose pathogens from
ancient times
• There’s the challenge of private interests,
governments interests, and economic decision
makers, which would lead towards more
inequality
Bio & Health group:
• Super Bacteria and new species of bacteria.
ICT group:
• ML & QC for Predictive Analytics, IoT
Interoperability, Data Standardisation
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Part
•

Part I Exploration
•

•

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
It tackles key issues like removing CO2, an
increase of protein resources and other
nutrients, it would decrease deforestation as it
could be used as a substitute of soy for animal
fed, and also it could be used as a biofuel and
as a new material.
It solves key issues at once: climate change,
food/protein production, alternative fuels,
material production.
It seems a great value proposition that is
feasible for scaling up quickly.
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TREND 6:
ALGAE AGAINST CLIMATE CHANGE

•
•
•

SDGs: 2, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14
Timeline: mid term
It is an opportunity for agriculture, the oil
industry, new chemicals, the construction
industry and the food industry
• The tech-readiness is low
• And, the same as the arctic climate change
trend, the perspective with which we tackle it
is human centered
• There is the threat of using algae as a weapon
and try to corrupt other countries’ algae farms,
for example
• Destroying ecosystems (like lakes or ponds) to
convert them into algae factories (farms)
• Society would also have to think about how to
share the benefits of these crops
Bio & Health group:
• Algae as a source of Drug Molecules
• Healthy Ageing
ENV group:
• Biomimetic AI

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Part
•
•

Part I Exploration
•
•
•
•

•

Part II Opportunities
•

Part III Challenges

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

•

Main idea
Passive buildings are the present, now we have
to extend them to net-zero buildings
Buildings (homes, factories, hospitals) are the
largest consumers of electricity. Saving energy
at the source (energy efficiency first principle)
is highly efficient
It is important to reduce strain on centralized
(grids) and global supply chains
SDGs: 3, 7, 9, 11, 13
Timeline: short term
Applications in agrobusiness, healthy buildings
(hospitals, but not limited to), construction,
energy, controlling air conditioning
One example would be the use of
metamaterials in Burj el Arab to reflect solar
light and prevent the building from
overheating and saving in the refrigeration
system
Crazy idea: If we take into consideration
clothes as “personal buildings”, that regulate
our temperature and create our own
environment, we won’t be needing efficient
buildings, only efficient clothes that would
adapt to any weather and climate conditions
This trend would be challenged by the cost of
the materials to build these buildings and,
D3.3 – Trendington report
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TREND 7:
NET-ZERO BUILDINGS

Part IV SYNERGIES

hence, who has the needed natural resources.
Since these buildings would be connected,
there’s also the threat of hackers and data
privacy. Also, if buildings become more
efficient and do not consume energy, the price
of energy will be lower – lobbyist may not want
to build net-zero buildings
• Also, there is the challenge of what to do with
existing buildings and cultural heritage
buildings (monuments)
ENV group:
• Zero power sensors
Bio & Health group:
• “healthy” buildings (hospitals, laboratories,
etc.)
ICT group:
• Neuromorphic Computing, Quantum
Computing, IoT

Additional comments

Part

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Main idea
• This is one of the most crucial challenges of our
era. This is a very important environment
topic. It links to ocean wiring and sensing
• It relates not only to pollution in our oceans,
but also overfishing issues
• GoJelly is applying natural mechanisms against
garbage in our oceans, which is practical
• SDGs: 2, 3, 13, 14, 15 (basically almost all of
them, but especially the ones specified)
• Timeline: short term
• Algae may eat the garbage
• When we tackle this issue, we tend to do it
from a human-centred perspective, which we
have to change since there are other involved
“agents” like flora & fauna
• Other challenges are the risk of making a farm
out of the ocean, or sterilizing the ocean
because we over clean it of its rich bacteria
• Still, it seems a too big of an issue to tackle
and, in any case, there is a need for a global
agreement if it is ever going to succeed
Bio & Health group:
• Drug Addiction, Bio-diversity, Biomimetic
robots, resistant super-bacteria
ENV group:
• Environment: Ocean Wiring and Sensing, Algae
against climate change

Additional comments

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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TREND 8:
OCEAN AND MARINE PRESERVATION

TREND 9:
4D PRINTING
Part

Main idea
Materials that change their shape in postproduction. Some stimuli may trigger the
change, like water, heat, light or electric
currents
• It clearly can have military applications. As well
as in space colonies. Other uses may be for
medical purposes: prosthetics that change and
evolve with the person/wearer
• SDGs: 1, 3, 12
• Timeline: medium and long term
• Opportunities in smart textiles for healthy
monitoring, as well as in clothing, net zero
buildings and in health
• It is costly, access would be inequal
• There’s also the challenge of making our
predictions wrong of how the material should
reshape and that it would end up having a
different form. Also, that hackers or terrorists
may sabotage these materials
• Another challenge would be how to recycle
garbage out of these materials
Bio & Health group:
• Healthy monitoring, regenerative
medicine, biorobotics and bionics
ENV group:
• Net-zero buildings
ICT group:
• Claytronics
• Synergies with space architecture, that may
mutate and adapt over time
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 10:
OCEAN WIRING AND SENSING
Part

Main idea
If we want to preserve the ocean and its
species, we need sensing. Connections with zero
power sensing
• SDGs: 2, 6, 14
• Timeline: medium to long term
• Positive impacts or positive applications in
fishing, the food industry, the shipping
industry, and offshore energy. Also, for
telecom companies. Another related
stakeholder would be the policy makers
• It may be invasive and that we don’t yet know
what it would mean for the ecosystem and
what it would be its costs

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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•

•

Since it needs an infrastructure, it may be
subject to wars to control that infrastructure.
At the same time, it may pose conflicts for
national marine frontiers
ENV group:
• Zero-Power sensors
ICT group:
• Photoacoustics in Communications, Hybrid
robots & opto/acoustic systems through
photoacoustic communications

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

TREND 11:
TIME CRYSTALS
Part

Main idea
• Crystals that repeat their structure not over
space, like regular crystals, but over time
(periodically)
• Crazy idea: study these crystals like DNA or
genes, as they repeat their structure too
• SDGs: 8, 9,
• Timeline: long term
• Applications in quantum computing
• In extending life of medical devices
• Getting the materials for building this type of
crystals. The cost is elevated. The perspective of
time might change
Bio & Health group:
• Bioimaging
ICT group:
• Quantum Computing

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments

Part

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
• It is important for Europe to preserve its
market share in the automotive industry. Existing
li-ion batteries have significant limitations (energy
per mass, recharging, etc.). They are needed for
different applications such as renewable energy,
energy storage, electric vehicles, intelligent
wearables, and all kind of devices that use or may
use batteries
• SDGs: 7, 8, 9, 11, 13
• Timeline: mid term
• Opportunities in vehicles, renewable energies,
buildings, wearables, and smartphones
• There’s possible negative impact that
economic interests would prevail over the
environment. Also, that these batteries would
need obsolescence
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TREND 12:
SELF-HEALING BATTERIES

Part IV SYNERGIES

BIO & Health group:
• Bionics

Additional comments

TREND 13:
NUCLEAR FUSION POWER
Part

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Main idea
• This technology is still a project/promise to be
achieved
• It is necessary to avoid global warming by
burning fuels. It may be the solution for our
need of “clean” energy. The technology was
and is underfunded
• Existing related and functional technologies:
LFTR
• SDGs: 7, 13
• Timeline: long term
• It would impact energy-generation for
everything. It would be a solution for clean
energy generation
• The biggest challenge is how to control nuclear
fusion
• An enhanced exploitation of energy always
impacts the environment. Specially, how are
we going to handle nuclear remains
• Also, the access to the technology would be a
source of inequality and its control would
increase differences between rich and
underdeveloped countries
ICT group:
• Quantum Simulation
ENV group:
• Smart Grids
Bio & Health group:
• Livanova and Soring BIO are companies that
use nuclear fusion power plants facilities or byproducts

Additional comments

Part
Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges
Part IV SYNERGIES

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

Main idea
• Holy Grail: Super conduction from graphene
plates can be a gamechanger in the energy
industry or energy-powered infrastructure
• SDGs: 7, 9
• Timeline: mid-term
• Applications in Energy and in Transportation
• Complexity requires excessive consumption
• Unemployment due to reduced demand
• New material may take longer to biodegrade
ENV group:
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TREND 14:
HIGH-TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTIVITY & TWIST ELECTRONICS

•

Smart Grid
ICT group:
• Quantum Simulation
Additional comments

TREND 15:
METAMATERIALS CLOAKING
Part

Main idea
It may have applications in the Defence sector.
Also, in Architecture and Engineering to hide ugly
components or to explore new materials and uses
for new materials
• BIO people said it may have applications in
Furniture as well as in Invisible Stitches for (plastic)
surgery
• To use it for military purposes.
• That we don’t see or hide things that we must
see
Bio & Health group:
• Acoustic cloaking against underwater noise
ICT group:
• Quantum Simulation. Use it against identitytracking technology
•

Part I Exploration

Part II Opportunities

Part III Challenges

Part IV SYNERGIES

Additional comments
Table 5 Results of the Energy, Environment & Climate Change group.

2.5 Evaluation
2.5.1 Organisational setup
Based on the lessons-learnt from the exploration phase, the second and final phase of the Expert
Session aimed at evaluation of 45 pre-validated trends and selection of 15 FET trends with high-impact
potential.

The evaluation was organised at the end of the Expert Session. Each experts conducted individual
evaluation. The experts from the ICT group evaluated only the ICT trends, the experts from the Bio &
7

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2018-2020/annexes/h2020-wp1820annex-h-esacrit_en.pdf
8
European Commission Decision C(2019)4575 of 2 July 2019, Horizon 2020 Work Programme 2018-2020 2.
Future and Emerging Technologies, https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/wp/20182020/main/h2020-wp1820-fet_en.pdf
9
https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/responsible-research-innovation
10
Warnke P., Schirrmeister E., (2017), Deliverable 3.1 OBSERVE 360° Radar, https://www.horizonobservatory.eu/radar-en/deliverables/3.1.php
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Following the MCDA approach, PREFET established the evaluation and scoring criteria for the purposes
of the Trendington event. The scoring criteria were developed based on (1) Standard Evaluation
Criteria for Horizon 20207, particularly excellence and impact; (2) the evaluation criteria for FET8,
specifically for FET OPEN and FET PROACTIVE; (3) elements of the RRI approach9 related to ethical and
societal impacts of new and emerging technologies; and lastly (4) the evaluation criteria applied in the
OBSERVE 360° Radar EU-funded project10, namely a “gut feeling”.

Health group evaluated the Bio & Health trends, and the experts from the Energy, Environment and
Climate Change evaluated trends from the Energy, Environment and Climate change group. The
experts were provided with an evaluation form sent to their individual email addresses with the
instructions:
Scoring (Table 6):
•

Evaluate the trends in terms of the criteria mentioned below.

•

Scores must be in the range 0-5. Half marks may be given. When an expert identifies
significant shortcomings, the expert must reflect this by awarding a lower score for the
criterion concerned.

•

Interpretation of the scores.
SCORE
0

DESCRIPTION
Fail. The trend fails to address the criterion or cannot be assessed due to
uncertainties.
1
Poor. The trend inadequately addresses the criteria, or there are serious
inherent weaknesses.
2
Fair. The trend broadly addresses the criterion, but there are significant
weaknesses.
3
Good. The trend addresses the criterion well, but a number of
shortcomings are present.
4
Very Good. The trend addresses the criterion very well, but a small
number of shortcomings are present.
5
Very Good. The trend addresses the criterion very well, but a small
number of shortcomings are present.
Note: Any shortcomings are minor.
Table 6 Scoring scale and description of scores.

•

The evaluation per trend:
TREND:
SCORE PER
SPECIFIC
CRITERIA
(0-5)

CRITERIA

SPECIFIC CRITERIA

Excellence (60%)

1. The trend has a clear and novel long-term vision, strong
potential of being further developed in the next 2/3 years. This
would serve as a “green light” for researchers to understand
their line of research and ideas are FET-material. (25%)

3. There are means to address high scientific and technological
risks raised by this trend. (25%)

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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2. Novelty, non-incrementality and plausibility of the trend for
achieving the targeted breakthrough and its foundational
character. (25%)

4. Range and added value from interdisciplinarity, including
measures for exchange, cross-fertilisation and synergy.(25%)

Impact (20%)

5. Importance of the new technological outcome with regards
to its transformational impact on technology and/or society.
(33,3%)
6. Impact on future European scientific and industrial
leadership, notably from involvement of new and high potential
actors. (33,3%)

Gut Feeling
(20%)

7. There are means to mitigate ethical, societal and
environmental risks. (33,3%)
8. What is your gut feeling about this trend: is it a rock star
trend (1 of the top 15 trends of highest potential in the
following 3 years)? (20%)

Table 7 Evaluation criteria and weighting.

2.4.1 Results
The prioritized 15 trends were selected based on the selection of 5 top trends in each of three
categories of trends (5 top trends in ICT; 5 top trends in Bio & Health; 5 top trends in Energy,
Environment & Climate Change).
The results of the evaluations were crucial for the organisation of the Open Session and presentation
of the top 15 trends. The majority of the experts conducted their evaluations during the Expert Session
and returned their evaluations to the organisers immediately after the event (17 experts). The trends
presented during the Open Session are based on the evaluation conducted by 17 experts.
Nevertheless, after the Trendington event two additional experts provided their evaluations (one in
ICT and one in Bio & Health). We strongly believe that their opinion and expertise should have been
taken into account for the final selection of top trends. For the sake of transparency, this report
provides two sets of evaluations, namely (1) the evaluation and top trends based on the evaluation of
17 experts, which were presented during the Open Session (Figures 3 and 4); (2) the final evaluation
and top trends based on the evaluations of 19 experts (Figure 5 and 6).
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The final results of the expert session (evaluations conducted by 19 experts) were combined with the
results of the Open Trend Consultation (OTC) and feedback from artists and designers gathered
through interviews. The final list of the top new and emerging technological trends can be found in
deliverable D2.4 ‘Final RRI-Technology Trends analysis report’.
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ICT TREND

Trend 9: Ethically Trend 4:

total scores

Average score
Standard dev

BIO TREND
total scores

Average score
Standard dev

Average score
Standard dev

Trend 15:

Trend 5: New
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Trend 1:

Trend 13:
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Figure 3 Evaluation of pre-validated trends conducted by 17 experts.
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Trend 9: Ethically Trustworthy AI
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Figure 4 Top 15 trends presented during the Open Session based on the valuation of pre-validated trends conducted by 17 experts.
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TOP 5
ICT TRENDS

ICT TREND
NAME:

Trend 4:
Neuromorphic
Computing and
Biomimetic AI

total scores

Average score
Standard dev

BIO TREND
NAME:
total scores

Average score
Standard dev

Average score
Standard dev

Trend 2: Limits of
Quantum
Trend 15: Beyond Computing:
5G Hardware
Decoherence

Trend 12:
Quantum
Communications:
Quantum Internet

Trend 14:
Programmable
Matter &
Claytronics

Trend 10:
Homomorphic
Computing

Trend 6: Adaptive
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Quantum
Systems
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Trend 8:
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Figure 5 Evaluation of pre-validated trends conducted by 19 experts.
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Figure 6 Top 15 trends based on the evaluation of pre-validated trends conducted by 19 experts.
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TOP 5
ICT TRENDS

3. Open Session
3.1 Approach
The second day of Trendington, Open Session on 14th of November 2014 was dedicated to young and
senior researchers interested in exploring the potential of the 15 prioritized technological trends.
Participants were given with an opportunity to:
• Get informed about coming FET calls,
• Learn about the outcomes from 13th and 15 trends for future technologies,
• Network and seed for FET proposals.
By joining TRENDINGTON they participated in a European discussion around the hottest trends in
science and technology. Researchers gained insights about future European research agendas,
including research funding policy at the European level for the coming years, such as Horizon Europe
and Marie Skłodowska-Curie. They met representants of the European Commission, Spanish
Federation for Science and Technology, belonging to the Ministry of Science, Innovation and
Universities, Spanish Nation Contact Point for FET, and the experts engaged in the selection of top 15
technological trends. Moreover, the Open Session was a great opportunity to share their knowledge,
connect and build potential new project consortia. The agenda of the event is included in Appendix 2.
Therefore, the objective of this event was to offer the community very-early stage information about
PREFET most promising trends, and start supporting co-creation activities of FET projects around the
prioritized 15 trends. It was also important to describe the opportunity context offered by
FET/Pathfinder calls in 2020 and beyond.
The event attracted 44 participants representing mainly the academia. Participants could register for
the event via the Eventbrite website. Participation was free of charge. Before the event, the
participants were provided with the participants information sheet and informed consent form via email (Appendix 5).
The Open Session was divided into three main parts:
1. Informative presentations by the representatives of the EC representatives and successful
FET proposals
2. Presentation of 15 trends selected by the experts during the Expert Session
3. Co-creation and Networking Session
First part provided the context for potential support within the European Framework Programme of
R&I.

Lastly, the co-creation and networking session aimed at brainstorming about potential projects
around the top trends. The session was organised as follows:
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Secondly, prioritized 15 trends were presented by the PREFET consortium with support from the
expert participating in the Expert Session.

•
•

•

Three trend-focused multi-stakeholder groups (ICT; BIO & Health; and Environment &
Energy) will be created, and each will aim at (pre)designing ideas around their trends.
We will guide participants to join one of three groups / areas, that will be placed at
different corners of the same room. They will be asked about this upon registration
to the event, so that they make up their minds beforehand and people flow at this
point is smoother.
In each corner, one poster will be available with respective trends in the area, more
or less with the following structure (Table 8):
Area:
Moderator & contact person
(PREFET partner):
Experts:
(from 13/11/2019)
TREND

Seeds of ideas / visions

Interested
people +
contacts

Trend 1
Trend 2
Trend 3
Trend 4
Trend 5
Comments
Table 8 Co-design and networking session structure.

•

•
•

Participants were provided with markers, post-its, tape, etc. to be able to interact, cocreate together and include themselves in the contact list for future actions and
support (i.e. IdeAcademy).
At different moments along the morning, participants were suggested to pre-fill postits with ideas they think of during previous presentations.
One PREFET partner acted as a moderator to dynamize the discussions to achieve a
fruitful output. The moderator encouraged participants to move around, to learn
about the other groups’ results, to cross-fertilise ideas, to contribute to discussions
about specific trends related to their ideas and this way increase multidisciplinarity
and maximize creativity.

3.2 Results
The Open Session enabled brainstorming around initial seeds for FET projects ideas and connecting
potential future partners. The objectives of this session were achieved, i.e. the event attracted a
number of researchers interested in FET funding who got informed about coming FET calls and
changing FET scheme. Moreover, good practices and lessons-learn from successful FET projects were
shared. The participants learn about the outcomes of the Expert Session and prioritized 15 trends for
future technologies. The event provided a platform for networking and seed for FET proposals
generation.
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Picture below presents the participants pf the Open Session.
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5. Communication and Promotion Strategy
The Trendington event required a thorough communication and promotion strategy. This strategy was
affected by the fact that Trendington was designed as two one-day events, the Expert Session and
Open Session, and therefore had multiple audiences.
On the one hand for the Expert Session, PREFET had to reach out to experts in various fields including
in ICT, Bio & Health, Energy, Environment & Climate Change, responsible research and innovation (RRI)
and ethics of technology as well as architects, artists, designers and futurologists and policy makers.
As discussed in section 2.2, the experts were engaged via multiple channels including The experts were
engaged through multiple channels, including (1) Open Trend Consultation (OTC) (through responses
provided to the online survey); (2) internal network of the projects partners (particularly, experts
specialising in RRI and ethics of technology); and (3) announcement via PREFET’s and the project
partners’ websites and social media such as Twitter and LinkedIn.
On the other hand, the Open Session was devoted to young and senior researchers interested in
exploring the potential of the prioritized 15 technological trends. The Open Session was promoted via
regular media such as newspapers and radio stations in Spain, PREFET’s and the partners’ websites
and social media (including blogposts, posts on LinkedIn and Twitter). Moreover, the consortium
partners communicated and promoted Trendington through their own networks and through face-toface communication during various conferences, workshops and other projects’ events such as ORBIT
and SHERPA. Finally, the European network of FET National Contact Points, as well as the EC itself,
were engaged in this dissemination activities.

Event
Trendingto
n (general)

Trendington Communication and Promotion
Media channel
Content
Partner’s website
PREFET Trendington – A European
Discussion Around the Hottest Trends in
Science and Technology
30 Oct, Posted at 12:20h in News
We are delighted to announce that
the PREFET project team is organising
the Trendington event, that will take place in
Madrid, Spain, on November 13 and 14,
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Table below provides examples of communications aimed at attracting Trendington participants
(Table 9).
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2019. The PREFET activities will be held backto-back alongside the “Spanish National
Innovation Days”.
Joining Trendington is a great opportunity to
participate in a European discussion around
the hottest trends in science and technology.
Researchers will gain insights about future
European research agendas, including
research funding policy at the European
level for the coming years, such as Horizon
Europe and Marie-Curie.
The
event
will
bring
together
representatives
of
the
European
Commission, Spanish Federation for Science
and
Technology,
Innovation
and
Universities, Spanish Nation Contact Point
for FET, and the experts engaged in the
selection of top 15 technological trends.
Moreover, Trendington will be a great
opportunity to share your knowledge,
connect and build potential new project
consortia. Participation is free.
Trendington programme
The Trendington event will see activities
starting on the afternoon of 13th of
November with an Expert Session, aiming at
selecting the 15 most promising Future and
Emerging Technologies (FET) trends that
directly influence research funding policy at
the European level for the coming years,
including calls for Horizon Europe. The
Expert Session is open to PREFET partners
and top experts in ICT, Health & Life
Sciences, Environment & Climate Change,
RRI, ethics of technology and architects,
artists, CSOs, designers, and futurologists.
During this session, we want to re-shape the
list of 45 pre-validated trends, evaluate
these trends, look for synergies and select
the top 15 most promising FET trends.
The Open Session of the Trendington event,
hosted by the Spanish Ministry of Science,
Innovation and Universities, and with the
participation of EC representatives, will take
place on 14 November 2014 and will be
dedicated to young and senior researchers
interested in exploring the potential of the
top 15 technological trends selected by our
experts.
Networking and co-creation of potential
ideas and visions around these trends will be
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actively motivated, and the context for
potential support within the European
Framework Programme of R&I will be
described.
Participants will have the opportunity to:
• Get informed about coming FET
calls,
• Learn about the outcomes from
13th and top 15 trends for future
technologies,
• Build networks for FET proposals.
Join researchers from all around Europe
specialising in ICT, Health & Life Sciences,
Environment & Climate Change, RRI, ethics
of technology, but also architects, artists,
CSOs, designers, and futurologists. Register
for
the
Open
session
here https://www.prefet.eu/trendington/
About PREFET
PREFET is an EU-funded 18-month FET-Open
Coordination and Support Actions project
about evidence-based detection of
emerging technology trends with highimpact potential. It works towards tools and
methodologies to pre-validate new and
emerging trending technologies, providing
the responsible research and innovation
(RRI) context for their successful
implementation, and helping researchers
improve their project building integral
processes of Future and Emerging
Technologies (FET) like ideas at early stages
for good planning and decision making.
Within PREFET, Trilateral Research leads the
Integration of RRI dimension work package
to facilitate the pre-incorporation and
implementation of RRI into the FET context
to better align FET processes and outcomes,
with the values, needs and expectations of
society. Moreover, Trilateral facilitates
cross-sectoral understanding and evaluation
of the RRI in FET and helps FET stakeholders
make better-informed decisions related to
their future investments and development
activities.
The PREFET project is always looking to
expand its networks of practitioners,
decision and policymakers’ suppliers and
academia.
To find out more about the project and this
research area please contact our team.

Twitter

Open
Session

Twitter

Open
Session

External websites

Are you an expert in #ICT, #biotechnology,
#health,
#environment,
#energy,
#ClimateChange, #RRI? Join us @PREFETeu
#trendington event on 13 Nov in #Madrid to
help us identify the 15 top trends in Future
and Emerging Technologies in these fields.
Read more https://bit.ly/2qOIs0N
Do you have a radical vision for a new
technology concept? Join us @PREFETeu’s
#trendington open session for researchers
on 14 Nov in #Madrid to meet our experts,
learn about the top 15 trends for future
#technologies & build networks for #FET
proposals https://bit.ly/2qOIs0N
Event: Madrid, 14 November 2019, from 9
to 15CET
Organiser: PREFET; with support from the
European Commission and the Spanish
Ministry of Science, Innovation and
Universities
TRENDINGTON:
Shaping
European
Research Agenda in Future and Emerging
Technologies (FET)
- A European Discussion Around The
Hottest Trends In Science And
Technology
PREFET is an EU-funded project about
evidence-based detection of emerging
technology trends with high-impact
potential. It works towards systematically
identify and inform new and emerging
trending technologies, providing the
responsible research and innovation (RRI)
context for their successful implementation,
and helping researchers improve their
project building integral processes.
After months carrying out an extensive
technology scouting exercise open to wide
consultation, top 15 trends will be
presented by international experts in
Madrid during November 14th, hosted by
the Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation
and Universities, and with the participation
of EC representatives. Networking and cocreation of potential ideas and visions
around these trends will be actively
motivated, and the context for potential
support within the European Framework
Programme of R&I will be described.
By joining this TRENDINGTON event, you will
participate in a European discussion around
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Expert
Session

the hottest trends in science and technology,
gain insights about future European
research agendas (including research
funding policy), and meet representants of
the European Commission, National Contact
Points for FET, and the experts engaged in
the selection of top 15 technology trends.
Moreover, TRENDINGTON will be a great
opportunity to share knowledge, connect
and build new ideas together, for which
group dynamics will be proposed.
Participation is free.
Full programme and registration available
here https://www.prefet.eu/trendington/
Open
Session

LinkedIn

Open
Session

Eventbrite
(https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/fut
ure-emerging-technologies-researchmadrid-tickets-77088049431)
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Table 9 Trendington Communication and Promotion
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6. Conclusions and lessons-learnt
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The Trendington event provided an opportunity to achieve the overall objective of the event, i.e. the
selection of 15 most promising technological trends. The design of the event enabled the exploration
of the 45 pre-validated trends to further insights about these technologies. During the Expert Session,
the experts enriched PREFET’s knowledge about the trends with technical scoring aligned to FET
gatekeepers, expected time-frame implementation, technical risk, or interdisciplinary potential, RRI
scoring, considering risk/benefit analysis, grade of ethical and societal impact, and alignment with
society needs. The Expert Session provided a better understanding of the trends, embedded
opportunities and challenges, both technological as well as legal, ethical and societal. Moreover, the
Trendington event resulted in cross-fertilisation and mapping the synergies emphasising a
multidisciplinarity of trends. During the Open Session, researchers gained knowledge about FET
funding opportunities and success stories. Moreover, the event provided a platform for networking
and initial seeds for specific ideas around prioritized 15 trends and other pre-validated trends were
built.
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APPENDIX 1 – Trendington Agenda:
Expert Session (13 November 2019)
Event: Madrid, 13-14 November 20191
TRENDINGTON: European Discussion Around Hottest Trends In Science And Technology
2 events under 1 name
Event 1: Final push around the 1st wave of trends, 13th of November 2019,
at Madrid's regional Foundation for Universities and Knowledge (madri+d)
Address: Calle del Maestro Ángel Llorca, 6, 28003 Madrid, 3rd Floor
Description and objectives:
Closed workshop with a group of top experts in ICT, Health & Life Sciences, Environment & Climate
Change, RRI, ethics of technology and Social Sciences, and architects, artists, CSOs, designers, and
futurologists, with the objective to work into enriching, merging, selecting current list of 45 trends into
the top 15 ones. Number of participants is limited so as to allow for focused discussion.
Expert Session Agenda:

GROUP WORK
PART I
Exploration
(14:25 – 15:15)

GROUP WORK
PART II
Opportunities
(15:15 – 16:05)

1

DAY 1: 13/11/2019
Welcome and general introduction to the PREFET
project (PREFET Coordinator and by Madri+d)
Expert Session objectives and approach
Introduction by a Group moderator from PREFET
Initial division into 3 multi-stakeholder groups:
researchers, RRI experts, artists, designers,
futurologists, architects.
Group work
Exemplary group discussion topics:
• Key ideas and aspects
• Application and use-cases
• What is the technology readiness level?
• Visualisation
Groups work
Exemplary group discussion topics:
1. Excellence
• The main breakthroughs that the trend could
achieve
• Timeline: short term / mid term / long term
• Disciplines and stakeholders engaged
2. Impact
• Which Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
are/could be impacted?
• How this trend can benefit the society and
environment? What are / could be positive
ethical, societal and environmental impacts?
• Which stakeholders would be affected?
• How sever is the impact? Low / Medium /
High?
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OPENING
(14:00 – 14:25)

Note: The agenda is subject to change to adapt to our participants needs.
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COFFEE BREAK
(16:06 – 16:15)

Note: coffee, water, cookies and fruits will always be
available

GROUP WORK
PART III
Challenges
(16:15 – 17:05)

Group work
Exemplary group discussion topics:
1. Excellence:
• Is this technology thought to be especially
risky from the scientific and technological
point of view? Why?
• What is the uncertainty level? Low / Medium
/ High?
2. Impact:
• Which Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
are/could be impacted?
• How this trend can negatively affect the
society and environment? What are / could
be
negative
ethical,
societal
and
environmental impacts?
• Which stakeholders would be affected?
• How sever is the impact? Low / Medium /
High?
• What needs to be done to mitigate these
risks?
Group work
Caravan workshop to explore potential synergies,
connections and potential for multi-disciplinarily
between the trends
Note: coffee, water, cookies and fruits will always be
available
Evaluation of the trends
Online
Wrap-up and finalise workshop and plans towards
14/11 presentations
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GROUP WORK
PART IV
Synergies
(17:05 – 17:35)
COFFE BREAK
(17:35 – 17:45)
PART V
TRENDS EVALUATION
(17:45 – 18:30)
CLOSURE
18:30
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APPENDIX 2 – Trendington Agenda: Open
Session (14 November 2019)
Event: Madrid, 13-14 November 20191
TRENDINGTON: European Discussion Around Hottest Trends In Science And Technology
2 events under 1 name
Event 1: Final push around the 1st
wave of trends, 13th of November 2019,
th
Event
2:
Moving
forwards,
14
Novemberand
2019,
at Madrid's regional Foundation forofUniversities
Knowledge (madri+d)

CDTI – Spanish Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities

Address: Calle del Maestro Ángel Llorca, 6, 28003 Madrid, 3rd Floor

Address: Calle Cid, 4 28001 Madrid

Description and objectives:

Description
andwith
objectives:
Closed
workshop
a group of top experts in ICT, Health & Life Sciences, Environment & Climate
Change,
RRI,
ethics
of
technology
andand
Social
Sciences,
and architects,
artists, CSOs, designers, and
Open international event
for young
senior
researchers
to:
futurologists, with the objective to work into enriching, merging, selecting current list of 45 trends into
the top
ones.
Numberabout
of participants
is limited
• 15
Get
informed
coming FET
calls, so as to allow for focused discussion.
• Session
Learn Agenda:
about the outcomes from 13thnand top 15 trends for future technologies,
Expert
•

Network and co-create together with other players.
DAY 1: 13/11/2019

Top 15 trends
will be presented by international
expert, and networking and co-creation of potential
OPENING
Welcome and general introduction to the PREFET
ideas and visions
around
be actively
context
for potential support within
project
(PREFETmotivated.
Coordinator The
and by
Madri+d)
(14:00
– 14:25)these trends will
Session
and approach
the European Framework Programme ofExpert
R&I will
alsoobjectives
be described.
GROUP WORK
PART I
Open Session Agenda:
Exploration
(14:25 – 15:15)

OPENING
(09:00 - 10:15)

GROUP WORK
DISCUSSION &
PART II
INTERVIEW
Opportunities
(10:15 – 11:30)
(15:15 – 16:05)

TRENDS
PRESENTATIONS
(12:00 - 13:00)

CO-CREATION &
NETWORKING
SESSION PER AREA
(13:00 – 14:30)
CLOSURE - 14:30

Introduction by a Group moderator from PREFET
Initial division into 3 multi-stakeholder groups:
researchers, RRI experts, artists, designers,
futurologists, architects.
REGISTRATION (8:30-9:00)
Group
work
Welcome by
Spanish
Ministry of Science, Innovation and Universities
Exemplary
group
discussion
topics:
and Eva García
Muntión
(PREFET
Coordinator)
•
Key
ideas
and
aspects
– Presentation of players and the agenda
• Application and use-cases
Future and Emerging Technologies (FET) Programme, and April & May
• What is the technology readiness level?
2020 FET Calls,
• Visualisation
by Goncalo Neto from the European Commission
Groups work
2 FET project examples,
Exemplary group discussion topics:
chaired by Nicolás Ojeda, Spanish National Contact Point for FET and
1. Excellence
European Research
Council (ERC)
• The main breakthroughs that the trend could
Beyond May 2020 and towards Pathfinder,
achieve
by Goncalo Neto and
Nicolás Ojeda
•
Timeline:
COFFEE BREAK (11:30
- 12:00)short term / mid term / long term
• Disciplines and stakeholders engaged
Presentation of the top 15 technological trends in ICT; Biotechnology &
2. Impact
Health Sciences; and Environment, Climate Change & Energy,
• Which
Sustainable experts
Development
Goals (SDGs)
by PREFET partners
and international
in exponential
are/could be impacted?
technologies,
• How
this trend can benefit the society and
chaired by Eva García
Muntión
environment?
Whattop
are15/technological
could be positive
Dreaming of potential
projects around
trends and
societal and environmental impacts?
beyond: Co-creationethical,
and networking
• Which stakeholders would be affected?
• How sever is the impact? Low / Medium /
High?
Closure by Eva García
Muntión

1
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NETWORKING LUNCH (14:30 - 15:30)
Note: The agenda is subject to change to adapt to our participants needs.
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TREND

Moderator & contact person: PREFET partner
Experts: xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx (from 13/11/2019)
Seeds of ideas / visions

Interested people +
contacts

Trend 1
Trend 2
Trend 3
Trend 4
Organisations of the session after the coffee break:
Trend 5
• Participants will be provided with markers, post-its, tape, etc. (part of the welcome kit upon registration
12:00 – 13:00
Presentation
of the
top 15 technological
trends
to the event)
to be able
to interact
with the poster
and discuss and co-create together. Also to include
themselves in
list for
future action and support (i.e. IdeAcademy).
What: Presentation
of the
the contact
results from
13/11/2019
Ataim
different
moments
along thetaking
morning,
will– be
suggested
to pre-fillinpost-its
with
ideas they
How: We
at engaging
stakeholders
partparticipants
during 13/11
How
to work together
this will
be planned
think itself,
of during
previous
presentations.
during 13/11
as we
understand
the results being generated.
One will
PREFET
partner
will act as moderator
dynamise on
thehow
discussion
help will
making
This•session
end with
an explanation
by PREFET to
Coordinator
the nextand
session
run. it as fruitful as
possible. H/She will encourage participants to move around to the other groups, to look at results,
13:00 – 14:30
Dreaming
of potential
projects
around
theserelated
trends:to
What
could
it be?and this way increase
contribute
to discussion
about
specific
trends
their
ideas…
multidisciplinarity
and maximize creativity.
What: Co-creation
and Networking

How:
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14:30
CLOSURE
• Three trend-focused
multi-stakeholder groups (ICT; BIO & Health; and Environment & Energy) will be
created, and each
will
aim at
(pre)designing ideas around their trends.
By PREFET
Coordinator
• We will guide participants to join one of three groups / areas, that will be placed at different corners of
14:45 - 15:45
LUNCH
the same room. NETWORKING
They will be asked
about this upon registration to the event, so that they make up their
minds beforehand and people flow at this point is smoother.
• In each corner, one poster will be available with respective trends in the area, more or less with the
following structure:
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APPENDIX 3 – List of Experts, speakers
and organisers (13 & 14 November 2019)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

No.
5.
6.
7.

OPEN SESSION SPEAKERS 14 November 2019
INSTITUTION
Neto Goncalo
European Commission
National Contact Point FET
Ojeda Nicolas
Programme (H2020)
Sánchez Angel
Universidad Carlos III
National Research Council of
Solis Javier
Spain
SPEAKER

TRENIDNGTON ORGANISERS 13 & 14 November 2019
INSTITUTION
De Heaver Martin
DMU
Garcia Eva
RTDI
Gurzawska Agata
Trilateral Research
NAME

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)

COUNTRY
Portugal
Italy
UK
Spain
Italy
Belgium
US
Spain
Portugal
Slovenia
Spain
Spain
Spain
Italy
Poland
Spain
Spain
Spain
Spain
The Netherlands
The Netherlands

COUNTRY
Spain
Spain
Spain

COUNTRY
UK
Spain
Ireland
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No.

EXPERTS 13 November 2019
NAME
INSTITUTION
de Barros Ruano Antonio
Universidade do Algarve
Eduardo
Casari Paolo
IMDEA & Univ Trento
Design - Central Saint Martins,
Daly Lesley-Ann
LONDON
Fenton Paul
UOC
Focarete Maria Letizia
University of Bologna
Kooy Frank
University of Antwerp
Kubecka Christine
HYPASEC
Lamata Lucas
Universidad de Sevilla
Link Wolfgang
University of Algarve
Natek Niko
Ksenna
Parra Jose
Independent Artists
Parra Pedro
Independent Artists
Piazzolla Daniela
Fundacion Botin
Piemonti Lorenzo
Diabetes Research Institute
Pikula Michal
Medical University of Gdansk
Instituto de Investigacion
Rello Varona Santi
Sanitaria de Hospital
Universitario La Paz p IdiPAZ
Rojas Martínez Antonia
ADM
Sánchez Angel
Universidad Carlos III
Sansegundo Reyes
Madri+d
Schep Tijmen
SETUP
Sonderen Peter
The ArtEZ University of the Arts

Sabela Cereijo
Solena Elena
Wright David

Linknovate
RTDI
Trilateral Research

Spain
Spain
UK
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8.
9.
10.
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APPENDIX 4 – BIOs: Experts, speakers
and organisers (13 and 14 November 2019)
1.

Antonio Eduardo de Barros Ruano
Centre for Intelligent Systems, LAETA
Instituto Superior Técnico and Universidade do Algarve
Portugal

Antonio Ruano was born in Espinho, Portugal, on the 14th September 1959. He holds a first degree in
Electronic Eng. and Telecommunications (University of Aveiro - UA,1982), a MSc degree in
Electrotechnical Eng. (University of Coimbra, 1989), a PhD in Electronic Eng. (University of Wales,
1992) and an Habilitation in Electronic Eng. and Computing (University of Algarve – UALg, 2004).
He was a Lecturer (1982/83) at the Dep. of Mathematics, UA, Demonstrator (1981/82) and Lecturer
(1984/1992) at the Dep. of Electronic Engineering and Telecommunications, UA, Auxiliar Professor
(1993/96) and Associate Professor (1996/2004) at the Unit of Exact Sciences and Humanities – UCEH
– of UALg. Since 2004 he is an Associate Professor with Habilitation at the Faculty of Sciences &
Technology of UALg.
In UALg, he has served in several management positions, such as Director of the Dep. of Electronic
Eng. and Informatics, Vice-Dean, Dean and Scientific Council Chairman of UCEH, Pro-Rector of UALg,
and Director of the Integrated Master on Electronic Eng. and Telecommunications, Master on
Renewable Energy and Energy Management, Master on Informatics Eng and PhD degree on
Informatics Engineering.
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His research activities are centred in Intelligent Control, focusing in artificial neural networks systems
identification and predictive control. He was chairman of the IFAC Technical Committee on
Computational Intelligence in Control for the last two trienniums (nowadays vice-chairman), has
coordinated more than 30 national and international projects, has supervised more than 40 MSc, PhD
and Pos-Doc students, and has published more than 260 articles, books and book chapters, that can
be seen in ResearchID (B-4135-2008), Orcid (0000-0002-6308-8666), Scopus (7004284159) and
GoogleScholar (wrYUbVgAAAAJ).
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2.

Paolo Casari
IMDEA & Univ Trento
Paolo Casari is an active researcher in the field of networked
communications, including such aspects as channel modeling, network
protocol design, localization, simulation, and experimental evaluations.

He was on leave at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 2007,
working on underwater communications and networks. He collaborated
to several EU, EDA, as well as US ARO, ONR and NSF funded projects. He
is currently the principal investigator of the NATO SPS project ThreatDetect, and the scientific
coordinator of the EU H2020 RECAP and SYMBIOSIS projects. In 2015, he joined the IMDEA Networks
Institute (Madrid, Spain) where he led the Ubiquitous Wireless Networks group. As of October 2019,
he joined the faculty of the University of Trento, Italy. He regularly serves in the organizing committee
of several international conferences, and is currently on the editorial boards of the IEEE Transactions
on Mobile Computing and of the IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications. He received two best
paper awards.

3.

Lesley-Ann Daly
Designer/Researcher
Lesley-Ann's main focus of study is emerging technology and aﬀect. Her
current PhD studies focus on public perceptions of Human Enhancement,
and developing an ethical framework for the design of the technology.
website: lesleyanndaly.com
twitter: @LesleyAnn_Daly
insta: @lesleyanndaly

Paul Fenton

PREFET (Grant Agreement number 824748)
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4.
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Research and Innovation (FCRi)
Experienced
consultant
on
proposals
for
international funding, specializing in the creation of
strategic project visions involving 4-Helix
stakeholders, for engaging them from start to finish
in innovation, policy recommendations and
sustainable impacts. Emphasis on Social Innovation,
RRI, and Communication, Exploitation, Dissemination
aspects. I work at the Open University of Catalonia
(www.uoc.edu) as well as the Fundació per a la
Rerceca I la Innovació ( https://www.fundaciorecerca.cat/en/).
For PREFET, I’m here on behalf of FCRi, which or Research and Innovation (FCRi) participates as a
partner in the European project, Path2Integrity https://www.path2integrity.eu/ , which is three years
long and aims to improve the integrity of scientific research. The initiative, funded by the European
Union within the Horizon 2020 Programme, aims to promote a culture known as Research Integrity
(RI), through an informative campaign aimed at high school students, university students, and doctoral
students and doctors. FCRi ensures the science communication and public engagement parts,
understanding the key role RI plays in safeguarding the confidence of society in scientific research and,
at the same time, in making it more reliable, efficient and useful for the population. All this in a context
marked by spectacular scientific advances in areas such as biotechnology, nanotechnology or
information technology. This project is framed in the current consideration by the EU of science,
technology and innovation as one of the most promising ways to create jobs and improve the quality
of life.

5.

Maria Letizia Focarete
Department of Chemistry 'G. Ciamician' and
Health Sciences and Technologies –
Interdepartmental Center for Industrial Research (HST-ICIR)
University of Bologna – Italy

M.L.F. founded in 2006 an interdisciplinary research group on electrospinning, RGE-UNIBO whose
activities are mostly focused on extending basic current knowledge for better control and optimization
of the electrospinning process, implementing and tailoring the new apparatus for specific
requirements and for mass production, as well as fabricating innovative engineered nanofiber
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Maria Letizia Focarete is Associate Professor (Science and Technology of
Polymeric Materials) at the Department of Chemistry “Giacomo Ciamician”,
University of Bologna (UNIBO).
She is P.I. of a research group in Polymer Science and Biomaterials which
currently includes one assistant professor, two post-doc researchers, three
PhD students and several master and bachelor students, as well as Erasmus
and visiting researchers. She is also affiliated to the Health Sciences and
Technologies - Interdepartmental Center for Industrial Research at UNIBO.

assemblies from selected polymers. Technology transfer is also performed, and the electrospinning
technology developed in the group are now the focus of a start-up company, where M.L.F. is member
of the Scientific Advisory Board.
Her academic research interests are focused on polymeric materials and related processing
technologies, for advanced biomedical and energy applications. In particular, her main scientific
interest regards biomaterials and biomimetic nanostructured materials for regenerative medicine and
drug delivery. Group know-how include:: (i) the study of structure-property relationships in natural
and synthetic polymers, copolymers and polymer blends to design new materials with physical
properties aimed to specific applications; (ii) molecular, structural, morphological, and thermomechanical characterization of macromolecular systems; (iii) surface functionalization and surface
characterization of polymeric materials mainly pointing at biomedical applications; (iv) use of the
electrospinning technology to produce innovative nanostructures.
Highly interdisciplinary research is ongoing to develop pseudo-tissue constructs intended for
regenerative medicine. Research aims at optimizing biomimetic and bioactive polymeric scaffolds for
specific tissue engineering applications and drug delivery. Expertise spans from artificial structure
fabrication and characterization, to a deep knowledge of polymeric material properties that helps
selecting the most suitable polymeric material for a given tissue engineering application.
M.L.F. authored about 90 papers on international, peer-reviewed scientific journals (including 1
Advanced Materials, 1 Nano Letters, 1 Energy and Environmental Science, 2 Biomaterials, 8
Macromolecules and 5 Biomacromolecules), overall attracting more than 2000 citations, and 3 book
chapters. H-index = 28 (Web of Science). She is inventor of 8 patents or patent applications.
Prof. Maria Letizia Focarete, M.Sc., PhD
Chemistry Department “G. Ciamician”, University of Bologna
Via Selmi 2, 40126 Bologna, Italy Tel: +39 051 209 9572 Mob. +39 339 6969667 e-mail:
marialetizia.focarete@unibo.it
Group website: https://site.unibo.it/polymer-science-and-biomaterials-group/en
Prof. Focarete website: http://www.unibo.it/docenti/marialetizia.focarete

6. Frank Kooy

The mission of the research group Cognitive Genetics is to identify
genetic causes of cognitive disorders and to study the defective
genes with the ultimate goal to develop rational therapy. Over the
past years, we have significantly contributed to contribute to the understanding of the complex
genetic mechanisms underlying intellectual disability and autism. We have discovered many novel
disorders, including the Helsmoortel-Van der Aa syndrome, one of the more frequent causes of
syndromic autism caused by mutations in the ADNP gene. The group has developed several
bioinformatic tools that are made available to the research community. Frank is also an authority on
the fragile X syndrome, the most frequent cause of inherited intellectual disability and autism. His
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Frank Kooy, PhD is a full professor in Cognitive Genetics. He is the
chair of the Cognitive Genetics research group at the Department of
Medical Genetics at the University of Antwerp, Belgium. The group
is part of the research excellence center GENOMED that recently
was award Methusalem financing, a prestigious grant for centers
with exceptional past performance and future potential.

functional studies of the fragile X syndrome have resulted in an investigator initiated clinical trials in
patients. He is an author of many scientific papers and has recently edited an authoritative book on
the fragile X syndrome.
Frank otherwise is involved in the organization of at least one scientific conference annually. Funding
for the research projects includes 2 sequential European funded ERA-NET Neuron grants that he is
coordinating. He is a member of the scientific advisory board of several patient organizations and
servers as an äd hoc consultant for biotech companies at a regular basis.

7. Christine Kubecka
Chris Kubecka is an American, computer security researcher,
and cyberwarfare specialist. In 2012, Kubecka was responsible
for getting the Saudi Aramco network back up and running
after it was hit by one of the world's most
devastating Shamoon cyberattacks. Kubecka also helped halt a
second wave of July 2009 cyberattacks against South
Korea.[1] Kubecka has worked for the US Air Force as
a Loadmaster, the United States Space Command and is now
CEO of HypaSec, a security firm she founded in 2015. She lives
and works in the Netherlands.

I am an Associate Professor (Profesor Titular de Universidad)
of Theoretical Physics at the Departamento de Física Atómica,
Molecular y Nuclear, Universidad de Sevilla, Spain. My
research up to now has been focused on quantum optics and
quantum information, including pioneering proposals for
quantum simulations of relativistic quantum mechanics,
fermionic systems, and spin models, with trapped ions and
superconducting circuits. I am also interested in new
approaches to quantum simulation, as with our novel concept
of embedding quantum simulators, and in the emulation of
biological behaviours with quantum controllable systems, in
the research line that we call quantum biomimetics. I also
analyze the possibility of combining artificial intelligence and
machine learning protocols with quantum devices. I enjoy working with experimentalists, and have
made proposals and participated in 15 experiments in collaboration with up to 15 prominent
experimental groups in quantum science, with trapped ions, electrons in Penning traps,
superconducting circuits, quantum photonics, and nuclear magnetic resonance. Up to 16 of my
theoretical proposals for implementations have been carried out in experiments by top-flight groups.
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8. Lucas Lamata

Before working in Sevilla I was in Bilbao, first as a Marie Curie postdoctoral fellow and subsequently
with a Ramón y Cajal position and a staff researcher position. Earlier, I was a Humboldt Fellow and a
Max Planck postdoctoral fellow for 3 and a half years at the Max Planck Institute for Quantum Optics
in Garching, Germany, working in Prof. Ignacio Cirac Group. Previously, I carried out my PhD at CSIC,
Madrid, and Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (UAM), supervised by Prof. Juan León. My PhD thesis
was awarded with the First Extraordinary Prize for a PhD in Physics in 2007 in UAM, out of more than
30 theses. I have about 16-year research experience in centers of Spain and Germany, having
performed research as well with scientific collaborations in several one- or two-week stays in centers
of all continents as Harvard University, ETH Zurich, University of California Berkeley, Google Santa
Barbara, University of California Santa Barbara, Google LA, Shanghai University, Tsinghua University,
Macquarie University, University of Bristol, Walther-Meissner Institut Garching, University of
KwaZulu-Natal, IQOQI Innsbruck, Universidad de Santiago de Chile, among others.
I have about 100 articles, among published and submitted, in international refereed journals,
including: 1 Nature, 1 Reviews of Modern Physics, 1 Advances in Physics: X, 3 Nature Communications,
2 Physical Review X, 1 APL Photonics, 2 Advanced Quantum Technologies, 1 Quantum Science and
Technology, and 19 Physical Review Letters, two of them Editor's Suggestion. Overall I have 24 articles
in Nature Publishing Group journals, and 45 in American Physical Society journals. 26 articles in first
decile (D1) journals.
My h-index according to Google Scholar is of 31, with more than 3500 citations. My i10 index is of
65.

9. Wolfgang Link
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Dr Link is a CSIC researcher with more than 20 years of
experience in basic and translational biomedical research
reflected in 77 publications, 35 as senior author, with
4354 citations, three patents, numerous invited key note
and plenary presentations at international conferences,
funded research projects, entrepreneurship (Cofounder
and CSO of a biotech company) and an extensive network
of contacts and collaborations (member of three COST
actions). Dr Link very recently joined Alberto Sols
Biomedical Research Institute (IIB, CSIC-UAM) to build a research group focussed on drug
resistance mechanisms in cancer. He obtained his PhD degree from the University of Hamburg,
followed by a postdoc at CNB (Madrid), before joining the pharma company EleGene AG
(Germany) as a senior scientist. In 2001, he moved to Madrid joining the newly-founded CNIO
where he was promoted to head the screening group in 2010. In 2012 he accepted a position as
assistant professor at the Department of Biomedical Sciences and Medicine (DCBM, University of
Algarve, Faro, Portugal) where he was head of the Department of Oncobiology (CBMR, University
of Algarve, Faro, Portugal) and director of the Masters program on Molecular mechanisms of
cancer.
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10. Niko Natek
Engineer of Energy Technology with a focus on electrical and electronic
systems in power plants, power transmission and distribution systems.
Initial experience gained in engineering companies specialized in
mechanical and electrical installations for cooling and heating systems.
Primarily a technician in charge of installing mechanical equipment,
later promoted to work on testing of equipment under pressure in
industrial cooling systems. After college employed in a mid-sized
engineering company where originally responsible for installation,
testing and calibration of electrical equipment in large-scale power
systems (hydropower plants, thermo-power plants, energy grid
junctures, etc.), later promoted to conduct research of the applicability
of different types of biogas to existing condensing boilers. Started
employment at the KSSENA Energy Agency in 2013 as an Energy
Consultant, where responsible for the development of building
construction physics and energy modeling of buildings, preparing
project and investment documentation, administration of energy audits, calculation of buildings
energy performance, preparation of project applications and technical support for measures
related to electrical and electronic installations. Additionally, gained experience in the area of
implementing monitoring systems for microclimate and indoor air quality as well as establishment
of energy service contracting models in building renovation projects. Presently acting as the head
manager of the investment project for hydrogen technologies in energy and transport in the
Savinjsko-Šaleška region.

11. Jose Parra
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M.Sc. in Architecture and senior designer of building sites (from
architecture to urban planning and building), with more than 25
years of experience. I have run my own architecture studio, and I
am now working in new building concepts adapted to youngest
generations. I am also a painter, and have exhibited in multiple
galleries in the last years, such as Peter Fine Art Gallery,
Switzerland (with collection: Cherchez La Femme), Galería Pilares,
Madrid (with collection: MARILYN FATAL), Peter Fine Art Gallery,
Zurich and JOHNNY COOL ART GALLERY, Madrid.
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12. Parra Pedro
Designing creative solutions to problems not even existing
today is my major motivation, for which I have trained myself
transversally in main specializations within the design area:
graphic design and multimedia, audiovisuals, user experience
and advanced interfaces. I have complemented my academic
education with my two great passions: street photography and
professional magicians, which has allowed me to develop all
kinds of projects with priority in beauty and magic emotions.

13. Daniela Piazzolla
Daniela is Senior Manager at the Science Area of the
Botín Foundation, which aims to promote the transfer
of scientific knowledge and technologies from
academia to industry geared towards socio-economic
impact.
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With twenty years of experience in the field of
biomedicine and biotechnology, Daniela has managed
technology transfer and valorization programs across
multiple therapeutic areas, including rare diseases, oncology and senescence-associated disorders,
spanning from early stage projects to clinical trials.
Prior to the Botín Foundation, she developed a solid scientific-technical background and experience
in genetics and molecular biology as researcher in three leading European research institutions: the
National Cancer Research Centre (CNIO) in Madrid, Spain, the Max F. Perutz Laboratories (MFPL) in
Vienna, Austria, and the University of Milan in Italy.
Daniela holds a Ph.D. from the University of Vienna in Austria, a B.Sc. in Biology with specialization in
genetics, biochemistry and molecular biology from the University of Milan in Italy, and she completed
an Executive Program, focused on building business from science and technology, from the IE Business
School in Madrid, Spain.
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14. Lorenzo Piemonti
Lorenzo Piemonti, MD, born in Carate Brianza, graduated
with Summa cum Laude at the University of Milan in 1994,
and specialized with Summa Cum Laude in Endocrinology
and Metabolic Diseases and in Micro and Experimental
surgery at the University of Milan in 2000 and 2004,
respectively. At the San Raffaele Scientific Institute (Milan,
Italy), he serves as Director of Diabetes Research Institute,
Director of Human Islet Transplantation Program
(http://www.sanraffaele.org/ENGhome/
research/
divisions_centers_institutes_research_programs/
ITP/
index.html). He also serves as Chief of the Beta Cell Biology
Unit (Diabetes Research Institute), and Director of Human
Islet Processing Facility, and coordinator of European
Consortium for Islet Transplantation that has been providing Human beta Cell Products for
research and clinical applications at OSR, in Italy and across state barriers in Europe since 2000
(See European Consortium for Islet Transplantation, http://ecit.drisanraffaele.org/en/islettransplatntation/index.html). He also serve as Professor in Endocrinology at University “Vita
Salute San Raffaele” of Milan and as Honorary Visiting Professor at Vrije Universiteit of Bru ssel.
His area of expertise is mainly focused on diabetes and pancreatology. In particular, he has large
experience about diabetes and pancreatic cancer. He has in the past studied the role of innate
immunity in islet cell biology (especially in the human model of islet transplantation in type 1
diabetes recipient) and in pancreatic cancer biology (especially the role of chemokines and
chemokine receptor system in inducing leukocytes infiltration). In addition, his research
interests include beta cell replacement, immune tolerance induction strategies, dendritic cell
biology, and stem cells. He currently serve as section Editor of Cell Transplantation-the Regenerative
Medicine Journal and of Current Diabetes Reports, as editorial board of Acta Dibetologia, as Councilor
of the International Pancreas and Islet Transplantation Association (IPITA) of The Transplantation
Society (TTS), as member of the National Committee for Food Safety (2018-2021, Italian Ministry of
Health) and previously (2011-2017) as member of the European Pancreas and Islet Transplantation
Association (EPITA) committee of European Society for Organ Transplantation (ESOT).
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Publication activity (July 2019): Lorenzo Piemonti authored a total of 206 original articles published in
peer-reviewed journals surveyed in PubMed. h-index (20/07/2019): 46 Web of Science; 49 Scopus; 55
Google Scholar. Considering the period 2001-2019 Lorenzo Piemonti authored a total of 181 original
articles published in peer-reviewed journals for an impact factor of 995,826 (mean impact factor:
5.502)
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15. Michal Pikula
Michał Pikuła, PhD is an Associate professor at the Laboratory
of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine, Department
of Embryology, Medical University of Gdansk (MUG), Poland. Dr
Pikuła is also a Deputy Director of the First MUG Doctoral
School. He completed his M. Pharm. from Medical University of
Gdansk (Pharmacy Practice, 2003), M.Sc. from University of
Gdansk (Molecular biology, 2005) and his PhD in medical
biology from Medical University of Gdansk (specialty cell
biology, 2007). Dr Pikula also finished Postgraduate
Management studies at the Technical University of Gdansk,
Poland “Company management in health care” (2011). He is a
specialist in regenerative medicine, tissue engineering, and
experimental dermatology. Dr Pikuła is currently responsible for
several projects focused on stem cells, wound healing, new biomaterials and biologically active
peptides. Moreover, dr Pikuła is a group leader in the interdisciplinary consortium grant BIONANOVA
“New generation bioactive molecules delivery systems, based on chemically synthesised and obtained
through genetic engineering nanobiomaterials”. He also conducts didactic courses for medical
students and PhD students of the Medical University of Gdańsk (MUG). The MUG, which is the largest
medical university in northern Poland, holds the status of a research university. It is 1 of 10 universities
in Poland and the only medical university that was awarded a place in this prestigious group.

I am a PhD in Cell Biology from Universidad Autónoma de
Madrid since 2008. My research career took place in four
different European cities (Madrid, Padova, Paris and
Barcelona) combining basic knowledge gathering, about cell
division abnormalities that help cancer cells to thrive and
survive, with more translational research in innovative antitumour therapies (such as Photothermal Therapy). In 2016 I
started my transition from bench to office by starting an
MSc on Science and Innovation Management at Universitat
Politècnica de València. Since 2018 I try to dynamise the
participation in European projects at La Paz University
Hospital, which is an important but challenging task.
Clinicians are the frontier of the citizens' needs in R&I but
they are usually to overload by assistance that they have no
time to think on ambitious research. Moreover, I am Associated Lecturer on Cell Biology at Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, training young researchers in the basics of the discipline and also how to
think in a project-organised fashion to meet focal needs in R&I.
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16. Santiago Rello Varona

17. Antonia Rojas Martínez
Degree in Chemistry by the University of Granada (1999).
pHD Thesis developed in bioremediation and biocatalysis
at the Estación Experimental del Zaidín- CSIC, under the
doctorate program of Biotechnology of the University of
Granada (2004). Postdoctoral fellow for two years at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (Cambrige, USA,
2004-2006) at the Chemistry Department, doing research
in enzymology. Assistant professor at the University of
Valladolid in the Chemical Engineering department (20062007). Since 2007 working in industry, doing research on
biofuels and green chemistry, within the framework of
biorefineries. Since 2009, responsible of Bioenergy
Laboratory in Biopolis, with more than 20 patents and
publications, leading Biopolis contribution in 15 European
and National consortia devoted to biofuels and bio-based
materials. Since September 2019, responsible of Microbiology Lab at ADM-Biopolis, with the
additional role of leading the research in development of probiotics

18. Angel Sánchez
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Prof. Angel Sánchez (M) received his PhD in Theoretical Physics
(with distinction) from Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
Spain, in 1991. He then went on to a postdoctoral stay at Los
Alamos National Laboratory, USA, as a Fulbright fellow.
Currently, he is full professor of Applied Mathematics at
Universidad Carlos III de Madrid, where he founded the
Interdisciplinary Group in Complex Systems (GISC,
http://www.gisc.es) in 1996. He is Chair of the Department of
Mathematics and also a senior scientist and member of the
steering committee of the Institute UC3M-BS for Big Data
(IBiDat), and an associated researcher with the Institute for
Biocomputation and Physics of Complex Systems (BIFI). He has
co-authored more than 175 papers in prestigious international
journals, receiving more than 6500 citations (h-index=41), and
he has been an invited speaker at more than 50 national and international conferences. His research
deals mostly with the applications of the physics of complex systems to social and biological sciences,
and has contributed to the advancement of different fields ranging from economics to condensed
matter physics through ecology and theoretical computer science.
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He has been the PI of 17 projects, with funding from the European Commission, the Spanish
government, the Madrid regional government, NATO, ESF, and the BBVA Foundation, and he has also
collaborated with the gas & oil company Repsol (http://www.repsol.com) and with the consulting
company Everis (http://www.everis.com). He coordinated the FET Open RIA 662725 “Bridging the gap:
From individual behaviour to the sociotechnical man” (IBSEN, 2015-2018), which has developed a
pioneering capacity to perform structured and controlled multiplatform experiments in order to
understand the behavior of people on large groups. He was Co-Director (with I. Rehberg) of the
International Research Training Group Madrid-Bayreuth “Non-equilibrium phenomena and phase
transitions in Complex Systems”, 2000-2004. He was a member of the FP7 coordination action for
complex systems ASSYST and a member of the Steering Committee of the ESF Cost Actions “Physics
of Risk” and “Physics of Cooperation and Conflict”. He is a member of the Editorial Boards of Scientifc
Reports, Journal of Statistical Mechanics: Theory and Experiment, and 4Open. He has supervised 11
PhD thesis, 4 of which were women. He is a reviewer for ERC, the Executive Research Agency of the
European Commission, several national funding agencies in Spain at national and regional level, and
funding agencies from other countries (EPSRC, NWO, FWO, FONDECYT, FONCYT, etc.).

19. Reyes Sansegundo

I know first-hand the regulations and processes related to Horizon 2020 and its national derivatives, I
have implemented work methodologies, action plans and monitoring of activities in my current
company, I am a professor at the Autonomous University of Madrid in the field of European Projects,
they have invited numerous conferences as a speaker and an expert on H2020, and I impart training
on European funding. I also have a network of national and international contacts, both public and
private sector, very broad and collaborative. In addition, I have participated in the design of
communication plans in the institutions where I have worked.
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I have a degree in Biology and several
postgraduate courses focusing on project
management and international R&D&I. I have
been working for more than 8 years in the
management of national, European and
international research projects. I have
accompanied
hundreds
of
researchers
throughout the life cycle of their projects, from
the conception of the idea to the start-up,
justification and exploitation of the financed
projects. This holistic view of research in various
disciplines has led me to be responsible for the
creation and implementation of the Office for the Promotion of European and International Projects
of the Autonomous University of Madrid, where I have worked for more than 4 years. After this
experience in the public sector, I started to collaborate as a freelance with various companies and
institutions as Strategy Consultant and Writer, activity that continues at the moment. Furthermore, I
have been Proposal Coordinator and an R & I Consultant at RTDI, a Spanish consultancy firm, during
one year. Currently, I work as Technology Transfer and EU Project Officer for the Enterprise Europe
Network and other EU projects at Fundación para el Conocimiento Madri+d.

20. Tijmen Schep
Tijmen Schep is a technology critic, privacy
designer and public speaker focussing ethical
innovation. As a critic, his goal is to help a wider
audience develop nuanced understanding of
technological questions that face society. He
coined the term “Social Cooling” to describe the
chilling effects that the reputation economy has
on free speech and our willingness to take risks.
As a designer he helps develop privacy
enhancing technologies. His book “Design my
Privacy” is used by universities of applied design across the Netherlands.
In 2010 he co-founded SETUP, a Dutch non-profit whose projects use humor to explain data-issues to
a wider audience. An example is “taste your status”, a coffee machine that offers you good or bad
coffee depending on your area code. His work has been presented at TEDx, SXSW, CNN, ABC, The
Guardian and numerous other platforms.

21. Peter Sonderen
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Peter Sonderen is Professor of Theory in the Arts at
the ArtEZ University of the Arts and head of the
Honours programme Theory and Research. His PhD in
Art History and Aesthetics (University of Amsterdam
2000) on the origin of the modern idea of art
foreshadows the focus of his current research, viz.
theory, practice and research in the arts,
performativity, technology and the role of the ‘new
materialisms.' He edited the following books on these
topics: Denken in Kunst (with Henk Borgdorff, Leiden
University Press 2012), The Non-Urban Garden (AFdH
2014), Unpacking Performativity (with Gaby Allard,
ArtEZ Press 2016) and Theory Arts Practices (with
Marijn de Langen, ArtEZ Press 2017). In 2019 he
published in cooperation with João Da Silva the
interactive platform, Let’s Talks about (Artistic) Research: lets-talk.artez.nl/. In the same year he
edited The Entanglement of Theory and Practices in the Arts (ArtEZ Press 2019).
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PREFET TEAM
1.

Sabela Cereijo

Sabela Cereijo Vázquez, M.S. in Marketing
(EAE Business School) and graduate in
Journalism (University of Santiago de
Compostela) is marketing manager in
Linknovate since 2017, where she is in
charge of elaborating data analysis for
different market, trends, and technologies'
reports
and
insights;
supporting
organizational
growth
strategy
by
conducting landscape assessments to
identify attractive white spaces and
strategies to approach/enter these spaces; and conducting intelligence studies with a focus on
emerging technologies and trends.
Sabela participates as Project Manager in EU grants OaSIS (H2020) and PREFET (H2020), and has also
participated in RECAP project (H2020). Apart from these international projects, she has participated
in several European Innovation Council (EIC) events hosted by the European Commission.

2.

Eva Garcia

At first as a researcher then as a manager, Eva has near 20
years of experience in the design, promotion and
management of R&I projects by European SMEs, institutions
and a few corporations. From RTDI’s foundation in 2008, she
has supported more than 300 projects during ideation,
developing and exploitation stages, mainly focused into
increasing their technological differentiation and innovative
potential, improving their market fit and optimizing their exploitation models. She has also acted as
expert for some authorities (i.e. ex-post evaluation of Spanish R&D programmes). Finally, she has
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Eva García Muntión. M.Sc. In Chemical Engineering /
Managing partner and founder of RTDI, offering integral
services in R&I Project management through 2 channels: R&I
project consultancy and coaching focused in enterprises and
institutions seeking expert advice and support in making their
R&I ideas come true. And Training, for corporations,
institutions and professionals interested in gaining specialized
skills in relation to R&I integral management (from concept to
exploitation).

trained near 2,000 people in this area, developing a unique learning methodology, dynamics, tools
and materials.

3.

Agata Gurzawska
Agata Gurzawska is a Senior Research Analyst at
Trilateral Research within the Policy, Ethics and
Emerging Technologies (POET) team at Trilateral.
Agata’s primary passions lie in the areas of
international public and human rights law. Her areas
of expertise and main research interests encompass:
human rights and business, corporate social
responsibility (CSR), strategic CSR, sustainability,
ethics of technology, responsible innovation and

new technologies in the business context.
She brings to Trilateral over fourteen years of experience working in law, human rights research and
human rights, investigations and teaching. This includes cooperation with the Helsinki Foundation for
Human Rights and the Danish Institute for Human Rights focused on human rights and business as
well as academic roles with the Department of Philosophy of the University Twente and the Centre
for Business, Organisations and Society at the University of Bath. She was engaged in a number of FP7
and Horizon 2020 projects, including SATORI, Responsible Industry and SHERPA. Currently, she is
involved in PREFET and COPKIT. Agata holds an M.A. in Law from the University of Lodz and an M.A.
in Human Rights and Democratisation from the European Inter-University Centre for Human Rights
and Democratisation (E.MA.). Her doctoral thesis seeks to contribute to discussions on the ethical,
responsible and sustainable innovation in the business context.
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Driven by curiosity, ethical and human rights values Agata wants to support, strengthen and create
economic opportunities that are profitable for both businesses and society. She believes tailor-made
technological innovations can create economic benefits and boost companies’ social responsibility
and sustainability.
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4.

Martin de Heaver
Martin de Heaver is Managing Director of
ORBIT, The Observatory for Responsible
Research and Innovation. Martin's background
is in systems engineering and the
commercialisation of research, having created
several spin out companies. ORBIT is funded by
the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research
Council (which controls a £5.5 billion research
portfolio) and jointly run by Oxford & De
Montfort Universities. ORBIT aims to embed
Responsible Research and Innovation into the
Information and Communication Technologies
research and development community, both
academic and industrial. ORBIT aims to ensure
ICT research and innovation creates outcomes

which are socially desirable and acceptable.

5.

Elena Solena
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Elena Solera Segura. PhD in Biology and graduate
in Business Sciences by Universidad de
León. Specialized in the integral design and
management of R&I projects and international
enterprises (with expert degree from Universidad
Politécnica de Madrid). Since 2015, she has grown
as a professional working with high-tech startups
(Innovagenomics SL), universities (Universidad de
Salamanca) and public research institutions
(Instituto Cajal-CSIC). Today she combines her
role as associated professor at Universidad de
Valladolid with her post as COO at RTDI.
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6.

David Wright
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David Wright, Director of Trilateral Research, a
company he founded in 2004, specialises in
scenario construction and deconstruction
(analysis) and stakeholder engagement. He has
published more than 60 articles in peerreviewed journals, and co-edited and coauthored several books, one of which contained
four major “dark scenarios”, a term he coined.
He has published articles on the construction
and deconstruction of scenarios in Technological
Forecasting and Social Change, Futures and
Foresight. He has also participated in several
European expert groups constructing scenarios
focused on emerging technologies. He coined
the term “ethical impact assessment” and wrote
the first article on an EIA methodology, which
became the basis for a CEN standard on EIA.
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APPENDIX 5 – Participants information
sheet and informed consent form (13 & 14
November 2019)
TRENDINGTON Participant Information Sheet
By signing this form, I understand that I am consenting to participate in the PREFET project funded by
the European Union (Grant Agreement number 824748) and co-ordinated by Research, Technology
Development and Innovation, S.L. (RTDI). I am aware that the purpose of the activities in which I am
participating is to deliver tools and methodologies to pre-validate new and emerging trending
technologies, providing the RRI context for their successful implementation, and helping researchers
improve their project building integral processes of FET like ideas at early stages for good planning
and decision making and that the legal basis for my personal data processing is my consent.
My participation might involve interviews, workshops, surveys and/or written responses to
questionnaires, where I will be invited to offer my views about future and emerging technologies (FET)
trends. I am participating in these activities voluntarily, and I am free to end my participation at any
time. I may refuse to answer any questions I do not wish to discuss. I understand that I have the right
to ask questions and receive clear answers before making any decision. I understand that I may be
asked to provide professional or personal views and that the record of my involvement in the research
will be kept confidential.
I understand that my responses to an interview, workshop discussion, survey or questionnaire may be
recorded and that physical copies of such recordings will be safely stored under lock and key by the
PREFET organisation leading the concerned activities. I understand that the all the original data
provided will be deleted five years after the project funding comes to an end, according to Article 18
of the PREFET Grant Agreement with the European Commission.

I understand that any information that might identify me will be removed. Only the research team
undertaking the research project will be able to access such data. Personal information received will
be stored in separate files in a secure manner (including password protection where required). When
the information I provide is used for the writing of the deliverable, the consortium will remove my
name and all identifying features of that information so that my identity and experiences remain
confidential (unless attribution is required and I have consented to it). Under the General Data
Protection Regulation 2016/679, the consortium has an obligation to inform me of the purpose of the
collection, use, storage and retention of the information I have provided. I understand that the project
will only collect information that is relevant to its activities. Personal information will be stored on
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I understand that the data will be anonymised, unless I request otherwise, so that I am no longer
identifiable, and used as input to a project deliverable to be submitted to the Commission and, in
some cases, that will be communicated, to be publicly available on the project website and in a public
repository. I understand that I can request a copy of the data I have provided.

internal servers, and accessible to only the partners involved in PREFET. The project will not transfer
my personal information to third parties (i.e., people outside the project).
I understand that this research conforms to European Commission guidelines.
I understand that my responses may result in incidental and secondary findings, i.e., some information
that was not the focus or primary purpose of the question(s). In such cases, I understand that I may
opt out of my consent for PREFET’s use of the incidental findings. Otherwise, I understand that PREFET
will manage the incidental findings in the same way as the principal findings, i.e., that the information
will be deleted within five years after EU project funding comes to an end and that any use of such
information will be anonymised.
I understand that I can withdraw my consent at any time. I am aware of my right to request access to
my personal data processed by the PREFET project team, as well of my right to request rectification of
my personal data, as well as its erasure. I am aware of my right to request the restriction of my
personal data processing and of my right to lodge a complaint with a supervisory authority.
I have been given the contact details of the research team and I have been informed that I am free to
contact Eva García PREFET Project Co-ordinator, with any queries relating to my data or the project
itself. Her e-mail address is evagarcia@rtdi.eu and her telephone numbers are: Tel.: +34 915485459;
Mob.: +34 652863799.

Name:

Date: ___/___/_____
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Signature:
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Informed Consent Form
Terms of consent

Respondent’s signature

I ________________________________________
[your name] confirm that I have read the information
sheet dated ___/___/_____ explaining the project and
I have had the opportunity to ask questions about the
project.
My participation is voluntary. I agree that the data
collected from me can be used for a PREFET
deliverable.
(In case this deliverable might become publicly
available and/or deposited in an open access
repository I would be informed and asked for specific
consent)
I confirm that I agree to the activity (interview,
workshop, survey and/or questionnaire) in which I am
participating and that any data will only be used for
the project’s sake.
I agree to have the name of my organisation stated for
this research.
I consent to the project team contacting me, if
required, as a follow-up to the research/engagement
activity.
I consent to project researchers’ use of my
anonymised responses.
OR
I consent to the use of my name and responses in
project deliverables.

Date……………….
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Signed…………………………………….
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